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City looks to attract
new airline to airport
Mark Schrom
STAFF WRITER

The city of St. Cloud’s effort
to attract a new commercial
airline remains on the top of the
city’s priority list. Despite a major
LMKZMI[MQV\ZINÅKI\\PMIQZXWZ\
due to the closing of SCSU’s aviation program, St. Cloud Regional
Airport and the city of St. Cloud
have been working diligently to
overcome the odds and bring an
airline back to St. Cloud.
“The more the airport is used,
the more funding we are able to
receive from the FAA,” said Bill
Towle, director of the St. Cloud
Regional Airport. “Without these
funds, it is hard to maintain certain things, such as runways and
then we’ll have to turn to the city
or the region and ask them for
funds.”
Towle also explained the students in the SCSU aviation program accounted for 49 percent of
the takeoffs and landings, based
on a March 2011 operations
IVITa[Q[<PMTW[[WN \PQ[\ZINÅK
could result in the loss of the FAA
funds and the FAA-approved air
\ZINÅKKWV\ZWT\W_MZ
“It would not be immediate,
but the loss of that much trafÅK_QTTKW[\][NMLMZIT[]XXWZ\º
Towle said.
The city of St. Cloud owns

and operates the ATC tower.
The controllers of the tower are
employed through a contractor,
5QL_M[\)QZ<ZINÅK+WV\ZWT<PM
annual budget allocated to the
ATC is approximately $400,000
a year which is paid for by the federal government.
“One of the concerns I have
is whether or not we can maintain
MVW]OP\ZINÅK\WSMMX\PM\W_MZ
in operation,” said St. Cloud City
Council Member Jeff Johnson,
also an aviation professor at
;+;=¹1N _MLWV¼\ÅVLIVIQZTQVM
company for a long time, and
SCSU closes the aviation program, there may not be enough
\ZINÅKI\\PMIQZXWZ\IVL\PM.))
could come take away our funding for the control tower.”
The federal government uses
IKWUXTM`JMVMÅ\KW[\ZI\QW\W
appropriate federal funds.
“Different operations are
weighted differently, like a military
operation is weighted differently
than a four-seat single engine airplane coming in,” Towle said.
The last time St. Cloud
Regional Airport was recorded it
ZMOQ[\MZMLIJMVMÅ\KW[\ZI\QWWN 
1.22 in 2008. The airport needs to
remain at 1.0 or higher in order to
continue receiving federal funds
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Members of NSA perform a song about world peace.

Nepal Night: An effort
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Ritsche Auditorium was all about Nepal this weekend
as the Nepal Night’s 2012 performances commenced.
Keeping with the theme “Prayatna: an Effort”, the Nepali
Student Association went to great lengths to ensure the
show was as professional and enjoyable as can be. The auditorium was packed full with people eager to learn more
about the culture, and from the event’s start at 5 p.m. to
the end of the night, those same people were laughing,
clapping, whistling and swaying in their seats to the sound
of traditional Nepali music.
After a Master of Ceremony, the Nepali and American National Anthem, and a lamp-lighting ceremony,
speeches were given by SCSU president Earl H. Potter III,
Associate Vice President for International Studies Ann B.
Radwan, Nepali Student Association (NSA) Adviser Mitch
Bender, and NSA President Ashwini K. Jha.
Following those performances was a song by Chris Niraj called “Mann”, or Heart, featuring a live piano. After
that was a twin dance in red, called “Sa Karnali”.
After those songs were done, a new approach to the
Nepali presentation was taken in contrast to last year’s
PowerPoint. This year, Abhash Shrestha gave the audience
a virtual tour of Nepal that sparked a lot of laughter and

proud shouts from members.
Next was a folk dance, “Kina Baddhai Chha”, followed by a colorful Nepali folk song fusion.
Next up was a presentation on the Intervarsity’s anV]IT^Q[Q\\W)ZQbWVI\WPMTXKPQTLZMVÅ`KQ\QM[IVLJZQVO
hope to people’s lives through God. This year was the
group’s eighteenth trip, and all were invited who want to
make a change in someone’s life.
Finally a speech was given, opening with “Individually
we are one drop of water. Together we are an ocean,” followed by a “Gairi Khet Ko” dance.
Cordelia Dunai, a master’s student studying cellular
and molecular biology at SCSU, had nothing but positive things to say about Nepal Night 2012. “In general I
really enjoyed the show,” she said. “I loved the singing.
The songs were really nice. I wish I could understand all
the lyrics because they sounded like they had very good
stories. I [also] enjoyed the traditional dances. It was very
nice to see those.”
Dunai had attended Nepal Night 2011 as well, noting
that this year “there was a lot of different traditional music
and dances, you know, totally different [from before].”
Quentin Kendall, another student at SCSU, had also
attended Nepal Night 2011. He agreed there were major

;MMNepal / Page 3

ASST NEWS EDITOR

A picture could soon be worth more than a thousand
words. A picture could soon be worth your right to vote.
The Minnesota State Senate took Minnesota voters
one step closer to deciding for themselves whether voters
QV\PM[\I\M_W]TLJMZMY]QZML\WXZM[MV\XPW\WQLMV\QÅKItion at the polls.
The constitutional amendment, which would require
^W\MZ[\WXZM[MV\XPW\WQLMV\QÅKI\QWV_PMV\PMa^W\M
passed in the Senate Friday night by a vote of 36 to 30. All
those in favor of the bill were Republicans. One Republican sided with all Democrat-Farmer-Labor senators in
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Students celebrate
Outproud Week
Autumn Hamberg
STAFF WRITER

Voter ID bill passes Minn. senate
John Russett

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Students pose questions at the Guess the Str8 Person event.

opposition.
Up next for the bill is a stop in a joint House and Senate conference committee to try and reconcile the slight
differences in the version of the bill which was passed by
the House and the version passed in the Senate.
7VKMIÅVIT^MZ[QWVWN \PMJQTTKTMIZ[Q\[ÅVITP]ZLTM[Q\
will be placed on the ballot in November.
Governor Mark Dayton has no veto power over constitutional amendments.
Student Government passed a resolution last year stating it was in opposition to the bill. A resolution continues
to be the standing opinion of Student Government until
it is replaced or rescinded, said Chris Norton, Student

;MMBill / Page 4

Student bands battle it out

Page 8
Thursday’s Battle of
the Bands gave students a chance to put
their skills to the test
and compete for the
number one spot.

Outproud Week was organized by
the student organization OutLoud!.
However, organizations such as
ResLife, Social Justice and Diversity
Committee, The Women’s Center
and many other contributors helped
put together this week’s event.
Some events for Outproud Week
included keynote speakers and workshops.
“Most workshops and presentations are put on by students living
this life,” said Shiyanke Goonetilleke,
graduate assistant and LGBT resource advisor.
Kayla Lubbers, who has been associated with the LGBT community
on campus for six years, said “A lot
of people showed up for ‘The Closet
Project’ opening.”

Women’s tennis on a roll

“I helped paint the closet for
‘The Closet Project,’” said Hannah
Daniels, social justice and diversity
advocate for Residential Life.
Outproud Week occurs annually
for the purpose of advocating and
educating the students and community members about current and
ongoing LGBT issues.
“Outproud Week gives us the
opportunity to express what we’re all
about,” Goonetilleke said. “It gives
us the opportunity to demonstrate
and promote awareness and to create
visibility.”
Also on Monday, the workshop
“Transmasculinity: Breaking the Stereotypes” focused on the “trans-folks”
and the issues they endure.
Associating more with the
stereotype issue, Brittany Maxson, a

;MMOutproud / Page 3

Page 16
Women’s tennis
went 5-1 in their
last six games.
They are second
place in NSIC.
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Outproud

An event that occurred twice throughout
the week, hosted by Denny Smith, author,
director and LGBT advocate, was titled,
“Winning Marriage Equality”. His presentaContinued from Page
\QWVKMV\MZMLIZW]VLI8W_MZ8WQV\ÅTTML_Q\P
quotes and information, but focused mainly
on the group discussion afterward.
volunteer for the event, said people often
“I went because marriage is really imporhave negative stereotypes.
tant
to me,” Goonetilleke said. “It’s so much
“By identifying myself as bisexual, people
don’t understand my sexuality,” Maxson said. more than a piece of paper. When you break
it down, marriage is about love.”
“Breaking the myths and stereotypes can
Goonetilleke has been to four other
only be done by reaching out into the compresentations
by Smith and said, “Each time
munity.”
I learn something new.”
The Women’s Center also had a hand in
7V<P]Z[LIaQV\PM)\_WWL9]IZZa
XZMXIZQVONWZ7]\XZW]L?MMS
Sean-Michael
Groomes was setting up the
“I was on the planning committee to
event
“Guess
the
Straight Person”. Groomes
bring Urvashi Vaid, which was both in comis an Atwood technician and the leader of
UMUWZI\QWVWN 7]\XZW]L?MMSIVL?WU9]MMZ8MWXTMWN +WTWZ/ZWWUM[UMV\QWVML
en’s History Month,” said Erin Schaefer, a
how he and other involved students went
graduate assistant at the Women’s Center.
down to Ames, Iowa to the Midwestern
=Z^I[PQ>IQL[XWSMNWZ7]\XZW]L?MMS
Bisexual Lesbian Gay Transgender Ally Colon Tuesday night. Vaid is a leading national
ÅO]ZMQV\PM4/*<9ZQOP\[UW^MUMV\IVLQ[ lege Conference, which connects people with
resources to bring back what they learned to
widely recognized for her work as a strategist
UISM;+;=¼[7]\XZW]L?MMSI[]KKM[[
and leader for gay rights and social justice.
“With any large event there are always
Vaid lectured about issues of social justice,
challenges,” Lubbers said. “Getting presentcivil and human rights and LGBT equality.
“We, as students, learn about these sexual ers in order, making sure rooms are reserved,
\WXQK[QVKTI[[J]\_PI\7]\XZW]L?MMSLWM[ making connections with other organizations
IVLWNÅKM[WVKIUX][\WX]\\WOM\PMZIOWWL
is connect what we learn in class to real life,”
mix of programs, are a few.”
said Goonetilleke.

45th math contest Events
slated for Thurs. Calendar
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

Math athletes are slated
to compete for the glory of
best number cruncher.
<PMNWZ\aÅN\P;+;=
Mathematics Competition
_QTTJMPMTLWV5IZKP!
within the Atwood Memorial Center. Sponsored by the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics and the
Department of Computer
Science and Information
<MKPVWTWOaW^MZ5QVVM[W\I[KPWWT[IVL
students are expected to
attend this year’s event.
7XMV\W[\]LMV\[
within grades seven through
twelve, separates the competitors into three tiers:
seventh-eighth grade, ninthtenth grade, and eleventh
and twelfth.
Keith Agre, associate
professor of mathematics,
and Stephanie Houdek, assistant professor of mathematics, are the registration
KWWZLQVI\WZ[NWZ\PM
The Paranormal Society frequently
competition.
investigates buildings around campus, though
“It’s a great way to
Riverview and Eastman are primary settings.
reach
out and encourage
Typically they will try to get as many people as
students,” Agre said. “We
they can for an investigation which is usually
IZW]VLÅ^M\WXMWXTM7VMJ]QTLQVOQ[][]ITTa hope to help students enjoy
themselves and have a
investigated at a time and people are split into
two or three groups. Equipment is then set up in positive viewpoint of matheach area.
ematics. Sometimes people
-IKPOZW]X[XMVL[IZW]VLUQV]\M[QV just don’t like math and it’s
MIKPIZMIWZUQV]\M[QN \PM\MIUQ[OM\\QVO
fun to be challenged.”
good responses from the devices.
Dale Buske, professor
“It’s basically like a lot of the television
and chair of the Departshows,” said Rebecca Whelan, president of
ment of Mathematics and
the Paranormal Society. “We can’t cut out the
Statistics, explained the
ÅTTMZ[[W[WUM\QUM[aW][Q\QVWVMXTIKM[NWZ
complexity of the questions
minutes and have absolutely nothing happen.”
which awaited the students.
Many of their recordings cannot be heard
A former student of North
with an unaided ear and must reviewed afterward, which makes waiting important, Whelan
Branch Senior High, Buske
said.
himself has competed twice
in SCSU’s competition as a
;MMParanormal8IOM
high school student.

Paranormal Society investigates
hauntings, activity on campus
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

With known paranormal hot spots on campus, the SCSU Paranormal Society has its hand
in many investigations.
The Paranormal Society holds regular investigations in both the Eastman and Riverview
J]QTLQVO[IVLPI^MUILM[M^MZITÅVLQVO[][QVO
recording devices like video cameras and audio
recorders.
Special devices such as the K-II meter and
the ovelus help detect interruptions in elec\ZWUIOVM\QK-5ÅMTL[_Q\PQVIVIZMI<PM
theory behind the K-II meter is that a entity can
UIVQX]TI\M\PM-5ÅMTLIZW]VLQ\_PQKP\PMV
gets picked up by the meter.
)VW^MT][_WZS[QVI[TQOP\TaUWZM[XMKQÅK
NI[PQWVJ]\][M[-5ÅMTL[TQSM\PM311<PQ[
machine uses the theory that every word spoken
by an entity has its own EM wave. By using
this machine, investigators can work out entire
phrases or responses being uttered.
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“I’ve seen the exams
and have taken them
myself… they’re not easy,”
Buske said. “The questions
are interesting as well as
challenging… It is a unique
exam as most questions are
U]T\Q[\MXIVLLQNÅK]T\º
Unlike other standardized exams, such as the
ACT or SAT, the Math
Competition’s questions are
meant to challenge students
beyond what is typically
asked of them. Buske additionally explained how
the competition could help
schools to measure the
academic abilities of their
top students.
)[WVTa\PM\WXXMZcent of students are invited
to attend the event from
each school, the competition helps to distinguish the
best of the best within each
division.
Students are expected
\WIZZQ^MJM\_MMV!"!"
a.m. as the testing will begin
VWTI\MZ\PIV!"IU
9]M[\QWV[NZWUXZM^QW][
years’ exams can be found
online in order to help
prepare the students for the
upcoming test. Mathematical questions ranging from
probability to problems that
are more geometric in nature prevent the exam from
being “bland.”
¹7]ZPWXMQ[\PI\\PQ[
will help to interest students
and them to recognize their
talents,” Buske explained.
SCSU will also be hosting a variety of activities
NWZKWUXM\Q\WZ[WN \PM
competition such as the
Chess Exhibition which will
be held within the Alumni

;MMMath8IOM

Tuesday

Book Talk: The
Heart of Higher
Education
XU
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place
at Atwood, in the
Voyageurs South room.
Parker J. Palmer, author
of “The Courage to
Teach” will speak on
teaching from a holistic
perspective.

Wednesday

Oxfam Hunger
Banquet
"XUXU
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Atwood in the Cascade
room. Guests randomly
select a ticket, are
assigned an income
level and receive a
meal. Depending on
their income level, they
ZMKMQ^MIÅTTQVOLQVVMZ
a simple meal or a
sparse portion of rice
and water.

Thursday

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

NSA members Sailina Bhandari, Shristi Karanjit, Chadani Singh, Sumedha Aryal, Sanjina Karki and Erina Bhattarai perform a Nepali folk song fusion.

Nepal
Continued from Page
differences between the two events.
“Last year they had a lot of couple’s
dances, and this year they didn’t have
any couple’s dances, did they?” he
said, recalling the couple’s dances to be
pretty neat. “But this year, the individual dances... some of the girls just had
really expressive faces and expressive
motions. I mean, you could really tell
what they were talking about even just
with the dance. It was neat.”
Kendall said that it was the Nepali
folk song fusion that really stood out
to him the most. “They had two types
of matching skirts and then [another]
skirt in the middle,” he said. “It was
just really pretty, and they kept circling
around each other and... yeah, that was
my favorite part.”
“I think it was a great night. This
_I[UaÅZ[\\W]KPWN 6MXITQK]T\]ZMQV
life,” Bogdan Crlje, a guest of Nepal
6QOP\[IQL+ZTRMPILZM[MIZKPML
Nepali culture before, and Nepal Night
LQLV¼\LQ[IXXWQV\¹1\_I[IZMally cool experience, you know, seeing
the people, meeting the people, the
wonderful Nepali people, seeing their
dances, their culture ... and the food,
which was really, really great.”
In contrast to most cultural nights
at SCSU, Nepal Night organized its
dinner a bit differently. After all of the
performances were done, nearly all of
the attendees formed a long line back
QV\W\PM)\_WWL*ITTZWWU\WÅVQ[P]X
the night, where warm Nepali cuisine
was already waiting for them.
“The food is amazing, just plain
amazing,” Marina Cetkovic, a biology
professor at SCSU, said. “My number
one choice is the beans, because the
taste of the beans is just ... they have
such a distinguished taste.”
Bogdan Crlje, another guest at
6MXIT6QOP\IOZMML\PI\\PM
rajam mashala (kidney beans with

spices) was one of the best items on the
menu. “I was really amazed with the
kidney beans,” he said. “They’re one of
\PMUW[\KWUUWVNWWL[aW]KIVÅVLQV
nature, and this is really distinguished
from everything I’ve tried so far ... and
I’ve tried a lot of beans in my life, you
know.”
Next on the list was rice piaf with
green peas. “The rice has a hint of coconut I think, so it’s something I didn’t
experience so far and I really enjoyed
it,” Cetkovic said.
“The rice is perfectly ... it’s just the
right softness,” Kendall said. “As Dr.
Cetkovic had said, it has a little bit of
KWKWV]\QVQ\IVL[WUMW\PMZÆI^WZQV
it, and I think there’s some peppercorns
in it as well.”
After that was butter chicken,
which Cetkovic called “fantastic.”
“The butter chicken, it is so soft
and tender. It’s like it’s been cooked in
spices and sauce for hours and hours,
and it’s just yummy,” Kendall said. “It’s
all the right size; bite-sized.”
Guests were also served spinach
and chukauni, potato yogurt salad.
“The potato salad, that yogurt
potato salad,” Cetkovic said at a loss
for words. “Again, amazing taste. I’m
loving it.”
“The spinach is really yummy,
nice and soft, and it’s got some kind of
black beans in it that [taste delicious],”
Kendall said.
Finally, dessert - fruit and strawberry yogurt - ended the meal on a light,
Æ]NNa\WVM¹5aNI^WZQ\MQ[\PMXW\I\W
yogurt salad because I haven’t had anything like it before,” Kendall said. “The
onions are a little bit crunchier than I
expected, but the potatoes, it’s like a
boiled potato that’s not too soft.”
After taking a bite from a second
helping, he added, “Yeah, I like it. It’s
all very good.”
“I went to several Nepali restaurants and I have lots of Indian food I’m
more or less familiar with, but this has
an amazing taste,” Cetkovic said. “This
is just so balanced and well-cooked.”
“So all that was served is just, for

my taste, can’t be better,” Cetkovic
[IQL¹7N KW]Z[M1XMZ[WVITTaSVW_
Subrhe, the cook. Subrhe is my student, and I just admire his art; art and
dedication.”
As guests dug in, the last surprise
of the night was released upon them:
I\ZIQTMZNWZ\PM6MXITQÅTU¹4WW\º
which will be playing with subtitles
WV5IZKPQV\PM)\_WWL<PMI\MZ
I\"XU)TT_MZMMVKW]ZIOML\W
attend, but were warned that there
will be only a limited number of seats
available.
Subrhe Acharya, Nepal Night’s
chef, said it took six hours the night
before in addition to six more hours

the day of Nepal Night to prepare
\PMUMIT7^MZITT\PM\W\ITKW[\_I[
IZW]VL NWZ[Q`UMV]Q\MU[I[
well as utensils.
“You know, it’s traditional, authentic cuisine. I tried my very best to the
[IUMÆI^WZ\PI\_M_W]TLJMMI\QVOQV
our country,” Acharya said. “Hopefully
everyone loves it.”
)[NWZÅVITKWUUMV\[)KPIZaI
said, “Please give us feedback, comments on how we’re doing. Let me
know what you guys want to eat later
on. If I can do it, I’ll try to do it. Keep
coming, keep loving Nepal, and thank
you very much.”

College Mental
Health in the 21st
Century
XU
This event is free
and open to the
public and will take
place at Atwood
Memorial Center, in
the Mississippi room.
Attendees will learn
of the current mental
health problems that
college students face.
Dr. Rose Stark-Rose, a
licensed psychologist,
will speak.
Student
Government weekly
meeting
!IUXU
Centennial Hall, room

New employers have
come to SCSU to
meet one-on-one
with students to offer
feedback.

Friday

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Rashmi Dahal performing a song about youth and love

Somali Night
"XUXU
This event is open
to the public and
will take place at the
Atwood Ballroom.
There will be a meal
as well as presentations
by Somali Students
Association. The event
will showcase Somali
culture.

News
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Math
Continued from Page 3

Program encourages re-cycling students
Jun-Kai Teoh

room of Atwood, the Sudoku
competition within the Education Building, an open skate at the
National Hockey Center (including
free skate rentals) and showings at
the Wick Center’s Planetarium.
The awards ceremony will be
held from 1:30-2:00 p.m. where the
top three schools of each division
will be awarded a plaque. Additionally, individual awards will be
given to the top three students of
each division. Seventh-eighth grade
awards will be held within Halenbeck Hall while the ninth-tenth
grade awards are expected to take
place within the Atwood Memorial
Ballroom as the eleventh-twelfth
grade awards will take place within
the Voyageurs Room of the Atwood Center.
High school seniors who display
a great amount of mathematical
XW\MV\QITIVL\ITMV\I[ZMÆMK\MLJa
their scores are offered scholarships
to SCSU in the event that they
are planning on continuing their
education at the university.

Monday, March 26, 2012

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Outdoor Endeavors is encouraging students to cycle recycled
bicycles.
Launching on Monday is the
Husky Re-Cycle pilot program.
While Lawrence Hall is currently
the only residence hall implementing it, the program might
be further included into other
residence hall if its initial run is
successful.
The original idea came from
Å^M-V^QZWVUMV\ITIVL<MKPnological Studies (ETS) majors
ÅVQ[PQVO]X\PMQZ[MVQWZXZWRMK\
Evan Parkhouse, Kyle
Schumm, Corey Cremers, Josh
Voss and Choul Tang initially
didn’t know what they were going
to do, but they wanted to try and
recreate the earlier Yellow Bikes
program.
The Husky Re-Cycle program
differs in a few aspects from the
2004 Yellow Bikes program.

“Instead of having bikes
unlocked around campus that everyone can use,” said Parkhouse,
“we have eight bikes that are going to go up to Lawrence Hall and
it’ll be a check-in and checkout
process.”
The earlier Yellow Bikes
program had the problem where
bikes were often stolen, “claimed”
or damaged and never returned.
Parkhouse mentions how some
bikes would be found customized by individual “owners” while
others would be wrecked beyond
repair.
“We put out 15-20 bikes a
[MUM[\MZIVLÅ^M_W]TLUIaJM
make it back to us at some point
through the semester,” Parkhouse
said.
Constantly replacing bikes
took its toll and Parkhouse said it
was hard to put all that work into
it and get people to work on all
the bikes that would be eventually
stolen or damaged.
Currently, the Husky Re-Cycle

program in place at Lawrence
Hall will only allow residents of
said dorm to check the bikes in
and out.
“They basically have access to
their own set of bikes,” Parkhouse
said. “For international students
it’s probably sometimes the hardest to acquire bikes.”
With bikes assigned to a specific residence hall, Parkhouse hopes
that the residents will see the bikes
as their own personal bikes or as a
communal set of bikes.
“Hopefully with this we won’t
have to replace them so often.
?MKIVKWV\QV]M\WJ]QTLIÆMM\
so that we have more bikes,” he
said. “They should last longer, we
should get maybe a two-to-three
year period out of them.”
The bikes will be the responsibility of Lawrence Hall but
Outdoor Endeavors and a few
volunteer mechanics will still
oversee upkeep and maintenance
on the bikes.
With both the bikes and the

rack painted distinctly red, users
and cyclists will have an array of
different type of bikes to select
from. All the bikes were donated
and subsequently repaired, and
the bike rack itself is made of old
bicycles.
“We took the frames, we cut
them all up, we weld them up
to basically build the bike rack,”
Parkhouse said.
While the eventual goal of the
program is to see it spread to all
the dorms and have it be as accessible as possible, Outdoor Endeavors is starting small to avoid being
overwhelmed by the work.
The original team members
that came up with the idea - Parkhouse, Schumm, Cremers, Voss
and Tang - all graduated from
SCSU this past December. Outdoor Endeavors has embraced the
idea and will be pushing it further,
but some members of the original
team still volunteer with Outdoor
Endeavors.

Airport
Continued from Page 1

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST VISUALS EDITOR

Women from the Dentistry program at St. Cloud Technical and Community College (SCTCC) gave free oral cancer screenings
and informed attendees about their low cost dental clinic at the college.

Project brings homeless, tri-county groups together
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

It is estimated that over 125
individuals are homeless within the
city of St. Cloud,. On March 22, the
Great River Regional Library hosted
Project Homeless Connect, which
brought together local organizations
in order to assist the homeless or impoverished people of the Tri-County
area.
From 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.,
local organizations specializing in
various forms of healthcare, housing,
counseling sought to help and inform
the attendees of opportunities within
the community.
Cheri Klassen, an organizer of
the event and member of Tri-CAP,
explained the purpose of Project
Homeless Connect and the importance of the community awareness
and involvement.
“It serves the people,” Klassen
said. “It allows them to get the services that they need to get which they
might not be able to receive, and it’s
all in one day.”
Since 1965, the Tri-County Action Program (Tri-CAP) has sought
to assist low to moderate income level
individuals and families “achieve and
UIQV\IQVMKWVWUQK[MTN[]NÅKQMVKaº
“[Our message is] to get some-

thing done, get something started,”
Klassen said.
Each individual who attended the
event received a cloth bag with pens,
XW[\Q\[IVLÆI[PTQOP\[<PZW]OPW]\
the event, the attendees had the opportunity to collect other items, such
as toothbrushes, blankets, books and
other necessities from the organizations which attended and receive free
haircuts.
The St. Cloud Technical and
Community College attended the
event offering low-cost dental care for
individuals who were unable to pay
for routine cleanings.
Leslie Welshons, who will be
graduating from SCTCC in May,
is a student of the dental hygiene
program at the college.
“We provide low-cost cleanings
from $40 to $80, we also do x-rays
which are a little bit more,” Welshons
said.
Oral cancer screenings and
prevention is the major focus of the
SCTCC dental hygiene program as
\PMaLWVW\LWÅTTQVO[WZZM[\WZI\QWV[
“A lot of the people we have
seen do not have access to care and
haven’t been to the dentist in years,”
Welshons said. “Even if they haven’t
been to the dentist in 10 or 20 years,
that’s okay - we can help them.”
Students who attend SCTCC are
also eligible for low-cost dental clean-

Bill
Continued from Page 1

Government vice president.
The Legislative Affairs Committee brought
the issue in front of Student Government again on
Thursday.
Hannah Muerhoff, Legislative Affairs chair,
said new students with potentially different concerns than last year warranted the discussion as to
whether Student Government still had the same
consensus.
“It’s such a polarizing issue,” she said.
Rebekah Larsen, Student Government senator
and member of the Legislative Affairs Committee,
said the issue is divided between the Democrats and
Republicans.
Republicans think voter ID legislation is necessary, said Larsen. The main goal of requiring photo
QLMV\QÅKI\QWVNZWU\PM:MX]JTQKIVXMZ[XMK\Q^MQ[
the elimination of voter fraud, she added.
Minnesota Majority, a group in support of the

ings and x-rays at $25.
While health is a major concern
regarding the local homeless population, the mental health and wellbeing of the individuals is also vital
to helping the men and women to
receive assistance.
Anna Marie’s Alliance is an organization dedicated to helping women
and their children to escape from
domestic abuse and violence. Debra
Schroeder, an SCSU graduate of the
class of 1994 and current coordinator of community education at Anna
Marie’s, explained their mission to
PMTX_WUMVIVLKPQTLZMV_PWÅVL
themselves in harm’s way as a result
of a domestic abuse situation.
“This is a unique opportunity,”
Schroeder said. “A recent study by
the Wilder Foundation showed that
one in three women were homeless in
part of domestic violence.”
For 12 years, Schroeder has been
actively volunteering with Anna Marie’s where she and other advocates
help to assist victims of domestic
abuse to escape and receive the help
and attention they deserve.
“We believe in the autonomy of
the woman,” Schroeder said. “She is
capable of making her own decisions… we just provide the support
she needs.”
Schroder went on the explain that
Anna Marie’s not only offers care

bill, has a document on their website outlining the
reasons as to why it is necessary to implement a
XPW\WQLMV\QÅKI\QWVZMY]QZMUMV\I\\PMXWTT[
The conclusion of this document states:
“Research suggests there are widespread problems
in Minnesota’s voter registration system. We are
requesting an investigation into these irregularities
and the enactment of common sense election law
reforms to ensure that our election system is secure,
accurate and transparent. Minnesota voters deserve
to know their election system is of the highest level
of integrity and will not be undermined by shortcomings in record keeping practices, the lack of
controls or inconsistently applied procedures.”
“We think [this issue] is very important,”
Larsen said, adding that many Democrats feel this
bill would marginalize the college students who
wish to vote.
Anthony Nielsen, Student Government senator
and Legislative Affairs Committee member, also
said it was important to make the Student Government position was consistent with the standing
resolution.
“We are representatives of the entire student

within the shelter itself, but also hosts
community outreach and support
groups.
“You don’t even need to stay at
the shelter,” Schroeder said. “We just
want them to know that there are
other options that are available to
them.”
Other transitional or low-cost
housing was also made available to
the individuals who attended Thursday’s event.
Catholic Charities presented
substance- and alcohol-free housing
transitional housing.
For 30 years, Lana Faber has
been actively volunteering with
Catholic Charities whose mission is
an assortment of outreach and support programs.
“The variety and the outreach
and the number of incredible
programs that Catholic Charities
provides for this community and the
greater community is outstanding,”
Faber said. “Emergency services
to the food shelf to housing to the
Hope Community support center to
residential treatment for youth… the
variety of the outreach of what we do
for people is extremely diverse.”
If interested in becoming involved with Tri-CAP and making a
difference in the Tri-County community, please contact Tri-CAP at
320.251.1612.

body,” he said.
King Banaian, who represents St. Cloud in the
Minnesota House and is an Economics professor at
SCSU, voted in favor of putting the amendment on
the ballot in November, Nielsen said.
When Banaian voted for this bill he said requirQVOXPW\WQLMV\QÅKI\QWV\W^W\M_I[IVQ[[]M_PQKP
was was bigger than him to decide, Muerhoff said.
Opposition to the voter ID bill spans beyond
Student Government. TakeAction Minnesota
helped organize a protest Friday afternoon outside
the Senate chamber with Minnesotans for a Fair
Economy, the AFL-CIO and MPIRG.
TakeAction Minnesota released a statement
which says, “Any piece of legislation that seeks to
trade a fundamental right of democracy for one
party’s electoral advantage isn’t democratic or
patriotic … We will continue to work to defeat this
restrictive amendment, making sure every eligible
Minnesotan maintains their voting rights and
same-day voter registration is protected for future
generations.”

NWZ\PM)<+\W_MZ1N \PMJMVMÅ\KW[\
ratio falls below 1.0 than the federal
monies given to the St. Cloud tower
will be reduced from $400,000 to
$200,000.
Johnson says this would place
pressure on the city of St. Cloud to
ÅVLW\PMZ[W]ZKM[WN UWVMa\WWXMZate the tower or provide money for
the tower directly from the city.
“I asked Mayor Kleis the question, ‘If it does happen, is the city
in a position to pick up the salaries?’
He said ‘no’. I also asked our local
legislators, ‘Is there state money in
there you could pay for the controllers
salaries for this airport?’ and they said
‘no,’” Johnson said.
With no funds currently set aside
for the ATC the city of St. Cloud
hopes a new airline carrier will arrive
before funding is pulled. Losing
the tower would hold back the city’s
efforts to attract commercial airline
service, and hamper the current
activities at the airport.
Johnson also explained that the
loss of SCSU’s aviation program and
\PM\ZINÅKQ\XZW^QLMLKW[\\PMX]JTQK
numerous things for the city and the
region.
SCSU aviation department was
awarded a 727 jetliner from the company FedEx to develop into a nonÆaQVOTIJNWZ[\]LMV\[IVL\MIKPMZ[
“With the closure of the program the city of St. Cloud and the
university cannot take advantage of
the educational opportunity,” Johnson
said.
Both the St. Cloud City Council
and the airport advisory board have
asked SCSU to reconsider the aviation program’s closure.

Paranormal
Continued from Page 3

Of the two buildings that have
garnered the most attention, Eastman
is more active in terms of the amount
of responses they get from investigations.
“You can get stuff out of Riverview,” said Chris Culmone, vice president of the Paranormal Society. “But,
compared to Eastman, Riverview is
kind of dead.”
One case the Paranormal Society
cited was audible without the use of
recording devices and could actually
be heard during the investigation.
During an investigation in Eastman, the group had been split up
into two groups, as they typically are.
Whelan was in one group in the upstairs gym, while another was downstairs. As the upstairs group sat and
waited for any type of response, they
heard the low mumble of a voice.
“We thought it could have been
the second group downstairs,”
Whelan said. “Maybe it had been one
of their voices echoing.”
They then indicated the second
group had walked by the stairs where
they heard the noise. The voice was
also male and the second group had
a male with them, so initially they
assumed this is what they heard. They
made contact with the other group
and asked if they had heard the voice,
which they had not.
“Then the voice comes from the
stairwell again,” Whelan said. “At this
time, everyone who is in the building
is accounted for.”
Eastman Hall is currently unoccupied.
The Paranormal Society has
weekly meetings on Tuesday from 5
\WXU\WLQ[K][[\WXQK[IVLÅVLings related to paranormal events. All
are welcome and encouraged to join
in both the meetings and investigations.
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Business
Student fundraising part of new
university foundation campaign
John Russett
BUSINESS COLUMN

A student fundraising
component is the most
recent addition to the annual University Campaign,
an SCSU campus-wide
initiative to raise funds for
scholarships as well as academic and student support
programs.
This year’s University
Campaign, themed “Celebrating Student Success”,

will run through the end
of March. The theme is
meant to be a reminder that
students have always been
the focus of The University Campaign, which has
raised more than $2.5 million since 1982.
Last year faculty, staff
and emeriti set a record
with 34 percent participation and raised a total of
$195,428 through 635 gifts
which averaged $307. A
goal of 37 percent participation of faculty, staff and

emeriti was set for this year.
The 2012 leadership
team for The University Campaign consists of
Economics Professor King
Banaian, Associate Athletic
Director Sue Becker leading
\PMNIK]T\a[\INN N]VLZIQ[QVO
effort and Sandra Williams,
chair for emeriti gifts.
More than 730 active
accounts comprise the
SCSU Foundation Account
and are providing support
for students and programs
on the SCSU campus. A to-

tal of 654 students received
more than $576,000 in
scholarships last year. Graduates of SCSU, around 55
percent, rely on student
loans and have an average
indebtedness of $30,315.
The new student fundraising component put in to
place this year, headed by a
student team, has set a goal
of $5,000. With those funds
organizers plan to put in
more outdoor seating.

PHOTO COURTESY OF STCLOUDSTATE.EDU

This graph shows SCSU’s desired participation
from each department.

Science

Liquor: the new battery
Michael Runyon
SCIENCE COLUMN

You thought liquor was
only good for partying, until
now.
Solar panels have always
had a setback that has kept
them from competing with
conventional forms of electricity: the sun.
The sun doesn’t shine
at night, therefore forcing
solar panels to store their
electricity in batteries.
These batteries use metal

to conduct and store the
charge. These metal components, such as cobalt, are
a limited resource and have
kept solar panels from being
a cheap alternative.
Olle Inganäs, professor of biomolecular and
organic electronics at
Linköping University, said,
“Nature solved the problem
long ago.”
Inganäs used brown
liquor, which is largely a byproduct of the production
of paper pulp. The charge
process is comparable to the

process of photosynthesis,
where electrochemically active benzene rings transport
the electronically charged
solar energy.
Solar energy has beKWUMUWZMMNÅKQMV\IVL
prevalent with the research
put into it. A team in
Los Angeles has recently
reported 10 percent solar
MNÅKQMVKaIVL\PQ[VM_
charging system could store
electricity where it is produced, instead of constructing large grids to transport
the energy.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FONDDULAC.UWEX.EDU

New technology will make solar power cheaper and more prevelent.

Technology
Mobile security must be taken seriously with new technology
Jun-Kai Teoh
TECHNOLOGY COLUMN

A person’s phone may soon be worth
more than their car or credit card in the near
future.
A good ten years ago, mobile phones
started introducing color and GPRS into the
life of everyday consumers. Screens had a
96x65 pixel large resolution, if you’re lucky,
and a built-in stopwatch function was a feature instead of a given.
Today, 42 percent of the US’ population
own smartphones that have high resolution
displays natively capable of web-access and
a whole slew of other features people only
dreamed of ten years ago.
Phones with 5-8 megapixel cameras
capable of keeping track of current location, checking in at airports with a simple

scan and planning out an entire year’s worth
of meetings – the past ten years have been
a rather evolutionary period for mobile
phones.
Last year, Google unveiled it’s “Google
Wallet” mobile payment system. Utilizing
[UITT6.+VMIZÅMTLKWUU]VQKI\QWVKPQX[
it lets people pay for services or items by
simply tapping their phones on a terminal
during checkout.
The system is still very limited in its
current iteration and form, where only a
number of merchants and phones support
the checkout method. But in the future, it’s
entirely possible for a mobile phone to replace a credit card or a mass transit pass.
Right now still more of a frivolous gimmick (with about 7-10 stores in all of St.
+TW]L\PI\[]XXWZ\Q\J]\VWVM\PMTM[[_I[
GPRS back in 2001-2002.
But many people are increasingly cau-

tious against such technological advances and
conveniences.
)aMIZIOW)XXTM_I[]VLMZÆISNWZ[]Xposedly tracking iPhones. Late last year, Carrier IQ and various mobile phone companies
were accused of the same. Recently, Google
was criticized for circumventing web-privacy
safeguards.
And now we’re potentially storing even
more information on our mobile devices.
Phones are synced with our Facebook
(which sometimes contain a great deal of
XMZ[WVITQVNWZUI\QWVMUIQTIKKW]V\[KZMLQ\
cards, bank accounts – it’s a gold mine of
information.
1\¼[[QUQTIZ\WSMMXQVOW]ZJQZ\PKMZ\QÅKI\M
social security card and passport all in our
back pocket.
2011 saw vendors shipping about 488
million smartphones and 63.2 million tablets
worldwide. Imagine the wealth of informa-

tion that are shared and stored within those
portable little devices.
Google Wallet’s the next step in user
convenience. We already rely on our phones
for many a number of things, using it to purchase items seem like the next natural hurdle
to overcome.
What next though? Starting cars with
phones is already something people have
come up with. Smart houses that can be
controlled by phones already exist.
)XMZ[WV\PI\ÅVL[[\MIT[IXPWVMKW]TL
potentially have access to a wealth of sensitive information, and with each passing year
the “value” of a phone increases exponentially.
It’s our planner, our social lifeline, our
payment method, our car key, our home key
and so much more.
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Incident reports: March 18 - March 24
1. Intoxicated male
2. Trespass notice
3. Intoxicated male
4. Maintenance issue
5. Motor vehicle crash
6. Disorderly conduct
,Z]OKWVÅ[KI\QWV
8. Medical
9. Theft
10. Safety concern
11. Disorderly conduct
12. Theft
13. Intoxicated female
14. Intoxicated male
15. Disorderly conduct
16. Fraud
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ACROSS
1. Fishing poles
5. Levitate
+LVV\ÀW
14. Biblical kingdom
15. Stretch
16. Cypher
17. Exploded star
18. Indecipherable
20. Latticework
22. Distended
23. A parcel of land
24. Poverty-stricken
25. Suggestion
32. A radioactive gaseous
element
33. Bread from Heaven
34. ___-tac-toe
37. Pinnacle
38. Not true
([WLQFWÁLJKWOHVVELUG
40. Aye
41. Hard to pin down
42. Also called Peter
43. Immeasurable
45. Precipitous
49. Cashew or almond
50. Porridge
53. She plays roles
57. Detestation
59. Doing nothing
60. He writes in verse
61. Adolescents
62. Red vegetable
63. Bygone era
64. Shooting sport
65. Terminates

Crossword courtesy of
mirroreyes.com
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1. Lease
2. Smell
3. Bird of peace
4. Variola
5. Apples and pears
6. Focusing glass
7. Paddle
8. Cards with 1 symbol
9. Defrost
10. Climb
11. Chivalrous
12. Stagnated
13. Little
19. An Italian woman of
rank
21. Diving bird
25. Beseech
26. Sexual assault
27. Poems
28. Picture
29. Anklebone

30. Map within a map
31. Half of a pair
34. Grave
35. False god
36. Ice cream holder
38. Air movement device
39. Thunderous verbal attack
41. Snake
42. Porn
44. Unlawful intercourse
45. Frothy
46. Forbidden
47. Aromatic solvent
48. Overact
51. The products of human
creativity
52. Scallion
53. Skin disease
54. Biblical garden
55. Sleigh
56. Collections
58. Born as

Answers for March 19

The Chronnies hold meetings every
Monday and Wednesday in the
basement of Stewart Hall. We meet
at noon in room 13. Sometimes we
have coffee and donuts.
We want to hear from you
Do you have any thoughts or opinions on any
of the articles you have read in the University
Chronicle? Well, we want to hear what you have
to say. Go to our website and go to the submit a
pitch link. Your opinions will be hosted on this
page or our opinion section.
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Protect yourself on Facebook

Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Facebook can be a really
beautiful thing. It can. Going
to a high school 45 minutes
from my house taught me
that, and moving on to a
college located in a different
state six hours further away
from home taught me that
too. It has allowed me to
connect with people that I
otherwise would never have
stayed in touch with - friends,
family, coworkers, classmates,
you name it.
Just about everyone has a
Facebook now, and reconnecting with someone who
dropped off the face of the
Earth for some reason or
another is more possible now
than it ever was before. In
fact, there are two girls on
my list who I used to be very
close to... back in second
grade. Without Facebook,

moving from Virginia to
Wisconsin over ten years
ago would have meant never
talking to them again. Now
I can see anything they (or
anyone else on my list) are
doing at any given moment.
It doesn’t just stop there,
either - not only can I see
their activities, but I can
also see strangers’ activities,
depending on how private
\PMQZXZWÅTMQ[)VL_PMV
I say strangers, I don’t just
means friends-of-friends-offriends-of-Mother’s-friends,
I mean people who have
absolutely no connection to
me whatsoever.
Let me give you an
example.
I was on a pretty cheesy
ÆI[POIUM[_MJ[Q\MTWWSQVO
for puzzle games the other
day. You know the type I
mean - ads on the sidebar,
ads on the header, terrible
Comic Sans yellow-on-blue
HTML layout, game loading
as slow as possible... the site
that only bored college and
high school students visit at 4
a.m. because they have absolutely nothing better to do.
)[1_I[TM\\QVO\PMOIUM
load (and half-debating with

myself over whether or not
it’s even worth the wait), I
looked down and saw a little
Facebook app at the bottom
of the page, where people
could connect and comment
on the game from their Facebook accounts without having to register on this sketchy
ÆI[POIUM[[Q\M?PQTMQ\¼[
a great idea for the site, it’s
maybe not such a good thing
for the people who ‘liked’
their Facebook page. With
the click of a button, I could
see the last names, faces,
phone numbers and other
personal information of over
XMWXTM)VL\PI\¼[R][\
through that site alone.
By the time my game
loaded, I had already read
\PMXZWÅTM[WN XMWXTMQV
)[QIX]JTQK.IKMJWWS_ITT[
from Europe, and I even got
the chance to admire a middle-aged Indian man’s cover
photo adorned with pink and
yellow cartoon frogs hopping about. I will never meet
these people, I will never
talk to these people, but now
I know more things about
them than their neighbors
probably do. The worst part
is that people like Frog Man

will never know that a bored
college student in Minnesota
had written about them in a
newspaper article.
But it doesn’t have to be
this way. Not for you.
There are tons and tons
of Facebook privacy settings
and account settings that
only take a few minutes to
set up. If you haven’t already
done so, go through and
UISM[]ZM\PI\aW]ZXZWÅTM
is set to “friends only,” or if
you want to put yourself out
there a little more, “friends
of friends.” Individual posts
can now be set with different
view-access levels too, so that
OQ^M[aW]M^MVUWZMÆM`QJQTity with who can or cannot
[MMaW]ZXZWÅTM
)VL_PMVaW]¼ZMLWVM
with Facebook, go check
your privacy settings on
anything else you might do
on the internet. Google your
name and see what comes
up. You’d be surprised what
kinds of things are out there
for strangers around the
world to see... and if you’re
anything like me, the results
won’t be as innocent as the
little frog header from India.

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail
;\M_IZ\0ITT;+;=;\+TW]L
56

The opinions expressed on the Opinions
page are not necessarily those of the
college, university system or student body.

Martin’s death fogged by questionable circumstance

Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

)aMIZWTLJWa_I[[PW\
and killed in Florida. The man
responsible was not arrested.
That statement alone should
make you angry. Trayvon Martin
never had time to live. He can
never know what the world might
become for him, or what he might
become for the world. His life was
cut short because a man with a
gun felt threatened by an un-

armed teenager.
Still, every story has two sides.
Let’s do a character background
on the (not even alleged) shooter,
George Zimmerman. Zimmerman was the leader of the local
neighborhood watch in Sandford,
Fla. It was not aligned with the
National Neighborhood Watch
XZWOZIUJ]\_I[INÅTQI\ML_Q\P
the Sanford Police Department.
Zimmerman has an arrest
record, but was never charged,
NWZI[[I]T\QVOIVWNÅKMZQV
;QVKMPM_I[IÅZ[\\QUMWNNMVLMZ
he was able to use a pre-trial
diversion and avoided felony
conviction. It must have been a
\W]OPaMIZ[QVKMPQ[\PMVÅIVKMM
accused Zimmerman of domestic
^QWTMVKMIVLM^MVÅTMLIKW]Z\
injunction on him. The charges
never went anywhere, as it ex-

pired in 2006.
What is this? The Neighborhood Watch leader has a history
of violence? Surely those were
in self-defense too, when he, you
know, beat up a cop and the
woman he wanted to marry.
So this means Zimmerman
went on a daring escape from
the police when they showed up,
which is why he isn’t in jail. Oh,
PMLQLV¼\)\TMI[\\PMaK]NNMLPQU
and brought him in for questioning when they found him. Wait,
\PI\LQLV¼\PIXXMVMQ\PMZ)\TMI[\
he’s in custody right now. No,
guess again.
So what happened?
Martin was home from school
that day because he was suspended from school. On his way home
from the gas station, Zimmerman
spotted Martin on his way home.

Zimmerman called the authorities to report suspicious activity,
referring to Martin walking home.
,Q[XI\KPWNÅKMZ[\WTLBQUUMZman not to follow him, but he did
anyway.
From this point on, the story
gets foggy.
)XXIZMV\Ta5IZ\QV_I[
followed for a time before ZimUMZUIVÅVITTaIXXZWIKPMLPQU
<PMZM_I[I[K]NÆMIVL_PMV\PM
police arrived on the scene, they
found Martin face down in the
road with Zimmerman standing
over his body. Zimmerman was
found with a broken nose and
blood on the back of his head.
Zimmerman states he acted
out of self-defense when shooting
Martin. If this is true, Florida law
would fully back up Zimmerman-if probable cause was given to

support his self defense claim.
What probable cause was
given, though? None. Martin
had nothing on him besides the
Skittles and iced tea he got from
the gas station.
Sandford Police have failed.
They gave Zimmerman no
sobriety test, drug test, or background check on a man who just
shot somebody in the street. They
never arrested him.
People seem to be yelling for
Zimmerman’s arrest. Everyone
from his family to the Miami Heat
to President Obama have pledged
support for Trayvon Martin’s case.
I guess when the President
starts calling for justice against
you, people wake up.

Leah &
Jules
by Meg
Iserloth

And what’s the deal with everyone’s appearance?

Lauren Willms
OPINIONS EDITOR

I wish appearance wasn’t such a big deal.
(It would make life a heck of a lot easier).
Imagine a world without makeup, gyms,
and tanning machines. Imagine a world
without barber shops and yogalates.
What would take priority if these
appearance-related necessities did not exist?
How much money would we save?
I am not banishing anyone who takes
care of themselves, I applaud it, as I try to
take good care of myself as well. (Disclaimer: you’ve got a severely hypocritical writer
on your hands.)
It is just interesting to think about: how
much of society is centered around appearance? Think about New Year’s resolutions.
How many did you talk to whose resolution
involved altering appearance in one way or
another?

Let’s start with body. The goal these
days is to have as little fat on one’s body as
possible, am I right? Or at least, the right
amount of fat in the right places.
1V\PM [_WUMV][ML\WIK\]ITTaJ]a
I[XMKQÅKSQVLWN NWWL\W¹XT]UX\PMU]Xº
WZ¹QVKZMI[MÆM[PQVM[[ºI[\PMIL^MZ\Q[MUMV\
X]\Q\)XXIZMV\TaL]ZQVO\PI\\QUMQN aW]
were skinny, you were sick. Women actually
bragged about how much weight they gained
with these products. If someone were to rave
about weight gain these days (excluding any
medical conditions requiring weight gain),
they would probably get strange looks.
So why the sudden NEED to be skinny?
Some folks blame the media, some folks
blame their genes, some even blame their
friends. Whatever the reason, being lean
seems to be the answer.
If working out and eating healthy makes
you the way you want to look, that’s great.
However, I wish people worked out and ate
healthy to be healthy, not just thin.
)OIQV\PQ[Q[VW\\W[Ia\PI\M^MZaWVM
who diets and exercises is dying to be thin,
some people are very smart about it.
Let’s not forget about men. Males are
really into losing weight as well. You see
men in gyms constantly, weight lifting and
running. What is their motivation? Is it to be
healthy? Is it a workout craze? To appeal to

the opposite (or same) sex? Could it be media
QVÆ]MVKM[TQSM¹OaU\IVTI]VLZaº'?PW
knows? The point is, women are not the only
ones who are about the way they look.
How about skin?
)[[WUMWVM_PW_MIZ[UISM]XIVLQ[
white as a ghost, I have lots of questions
about natural skin tones. Here’s one: why
the need to be so tan, and fake tan at that?
If tanning is enjoyable to you, good for you.
Personally, I would like to get color in natural
sun. But I’m not as picky about my pale skin.
Consider what I said earlier about being
healthy in order to look good. Countless
studies have shown that tanning machines
are unhealthy for you.
Even guys these days feel the need to be
\IV1_IV\\WSVW__PW\PMÅZ[\XMZ[WV_I[
who felt it was necessary to be tan. I can understand the attraction, but you could save a
lot of money and time just sitting in the sun.
I would like to know what the world
would be like if appearance didn’t have an
QVÆ]MVKM?PW_W]TLXMWXTMJMVI\]ZITTa
attracted to? I would like to use the example
of cavemen, but I’m sure even they found
something particularly universally attractive,
uni-brows or something.
It is hard to imagine a world like that.
Body and skin aren’t the only things
you can alter for a seemingly better appear-

ance, but they seem most prevalent in this
day and age. I wish that appearance didn’t
play such a huge role in our lives. Guys,
how much time do you spend at the gym?
Girls, how long does it take you to get ready
QV\PMUWZVQVO'?PaQ[Q\[WQUXWZ\IV\')[
someone who can take up to an hour to get
ready, I actually want to know why. Who is
the dictator of what’s “hot” and what isn’t?
?PI\N]MT[I\\ZIK\QWV')VL_PaQ[M^MZaone generally attracted to similar physical
features?
)VLWVMUWZM\PQVO_PaLWXMWXTMPI^M
to be so rude about appearances? If someone is overweight, leave them be. If someone
is too white or too tan, back off. If there
appearance doesn’t have a legitimate effect
on you, then don’t bother saying anything.
Things like shouting out car windows or
commenting on internet photos gets really
old, really fast. Not only does it hurt at the
time, but it can lead to years of self consciousness.
So, next time you feel the need to change
your appearance, ask yourself why. If what
you are about to do for yourself is just for
you and no one else, go for it. If you have
to list the people you are trying to impress,
either reconsider the behavior or the reason
for it.
Readers, stay hot.
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UPCOMING Bands bring rock skills to battle
EVENTS
Chelsea Christman

ASST. MARQUEE EDITOR

Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
March 26 at 8 p.m.
Quarry Bridge:
Plantenberg/Ellingson
Two-Man Show Art
Exhibit at Atwood
Memorial Center Gallery
March 31 - April 26
Exhibit - Debra Durkopp
in Atwood Ballroom
Display Cases,
March 16 - April 12
Open Mic Night at The
Local Blend, Tuesday,
March 27 at 7 p.m.

A duel of musical talent, a
sing-off, a war of music groups;
one event offered entertainment and competition on campus. A black backdrop to the
stage, amps, and band memJMZ[_Q\PI^IZQM\aWN [W]VL[
[\aTM[IVLQV[\Z]UMV\[KTIQUML
I\\MV\QWV.MI\]ZQVOÅ^MJIVL[
and a special guest appearance
group, the Battle of the Bands
was an SCSU musical showdown.
Hosted in the Atwood Ballroom on March 22, the Battle
WN \PM*IVL[[PW_KI[MLUIVa
different genres and groups.
Evin Haukos, a senior and
\PM0][Sa<ITMV\KWWZLQVI\WZ
for UPB, helped organize the
event. He is double majoring
in Sports Management and
Spanish.
“We start with an idea and
end with a successful event.
*aOM\\QVOIKWUUQ\\MMIVL
promoting, we got applications
from seven acts, but we had to
KPWW[MÅ^Mº0I]SW[M`XTIQVML
Bands wishing to participate
in the contest were required to
sign up and submit audio CDs
JMNWZM\PMa_MZMO]IZIV\MML
a spot. After becoming one of
\PMÅ^MIK\[M^MZaJIVL_I[
allowed 20 minutes to perform
I[UIVa[WVO[I[XW[[QJTMI\\PM
JI\\TM<PMa_MZMM^IT]I\MLJa
three judges—a music major,

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Anders Benoit, 15, rocks out with his drums on Thursday, March 22.

technician, and UPB member.
“We have judges who use a
credential sheet to evaluate the
bands. The sheets have criteria
like audience involvement and
band tightness,” Haukos said.
The Grizzlies were the
ÅZ[\\WXMZNWZUKWUXZQ[MLWN 
middle-school aged kids. As the
surprise guests, The Grizzlies
[IVO¹+PI[QVO+IZ[ºJa;VW_
Patrol and other alternative
music.
)N\MZ\PMaW]VOJIVLUMUbers, Aren Johnson and the

Comedy Night at Ritsche
Auditorium, Wednesday,
March 28 at 9 p.m.
Steven Ruud Composition
Recital at Performing Arts
Center Recital Hall,
Wednesday, March 28 at
8 p.m.
Raspberry Eyes
at The Veranda Lounge,
Friday, March 30 at 9 p.m.
Magic Moments Ball... A
Grand Journey
Presented by Big Brothers
Big Sisters at St. Cloud
Civic Center, Friday,
March 30 from 6 to 11 p.m.
Romeo and Juliet at The
Pioneer Place, March
29 - April 1, 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday and 2 p.m. on
Sunday
Maple Syrup Festival
at Saint John’s Arboretum
March 24-March 31, from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Aren Johnson is the lead singer in Aren Johnson and the
Honey Badgers.

0WVMa*ILOMZ[_MZM]X?Q\P
KTI[[aI\\QZMIVLIU]T\Q\]LMWN 
QV[\Z]UMV\[\PMJIVLXTIaML
“These Things” and other
alternative songs.
Made up of two guitarists, a
[QVOMZJI[[XTIaMZIVLLZ]Umer, the band performed well
together with little practice.
“We’ve been together for about
four hours now. I signed up
JaUa[MTNJ]\\PMVI[SML\PM
others to join me,” said Aren
Johnson, the lead singer, guitarQ[\IVLPIZUWVQKIXTIaMZ
*I[[XTIaMZ-TQbIJM\P
Rother, a junior and MeteorolWOaUIRWZM`XTIQVML\PMJIVL¼[
formation. “We had our own
group without Aren and were
going to do a White Stripes
IK\J]\Q\NMTT\PZW]OP?MWVTa
practiced all together once
before tonight,” she said.
“I was kind of nervous, but
it was more fun,” Rother said
of their performance.
Ian Benoit, a junior and
Music Education major, acted
I[\PMO]Q\IZXTIaMZ0M[\IZ\ML
XTIaQVO\PMO]Q\IZI\IOMVQVM
0Q[aW]VOMZJZW\PMZ)VLMZ[
was the band’s drummer.
“I’m friends with Evin, and
PM\WTLUM\PMaVMMLMLIJIVL
so we signed up,” Benoit said.
2WPV[WVI8;-7[\]LMV\
was pleased with the performance. He has been involved in
music his whole life. “Music is
M^MZa\PQVO\WUMºPM[IQL
“With music, I think about
VW\M[IVLXQ\KPM[J]\1ZMITTa
think life is music, like when we
wake up in the morning and
PMIZ\PMLQNNMZMV\LaVIUQK[WN 
music. There are loud and soft
VWQ[M[ITTLIaº*MVWQ\ILLML
:MTaQVOWVJIZMTaIVa
practice, Aren Johnson and the
0WVMa*ILOMZ[KWTTIJWZI\ML
well together, performing over
four songs in their time limit

and receiving shouts of approval.
After Johnson’s band, a
group of older men took the
stage. With three members, Just
6W/WWLXTIaMLPIZLKWZMZWKS
songs. Nick Lontz, a freshman,
performed a solo act next.
4WV\b[IVOIVLXTIaMLO]Q\IZQV
\Z]MIKW][\QK[\aTM)N\MZ_IZL
Pop Vultures, a rap group,
[PW_MLWNN \PMQZ[SQTT[4I[\Ta
:I[XJMZZa-aM[IZWKSJIVL
MVLML\PM[PW__Q\PIÆW]ZQ[P
of musical presentation.
With Blizzard, SCSU’s
beloved mascot, and Haukos as
PW[\[\PMJI\\TMZIV[UWW\PTa
During intermissions between
bands, Blizzard performed his
usual antics, a co-host comedian told jokes, or Haukos got
the crowd involved. Audience
activities included a pie eating
contest, and free prizes were
OQ^MVI_IaQVKT]LQVOKW]XWV[
to Famous Dave’s, megaphones,
and Frisbees.
“I think we had a good,
LQ^MZ[M[PW_1ZMITTaTW^M_WZSing with the students because
it is a chance to create cool
K]T\]ZMIVLKWUU]VQ\a_Q\P
them,” Haukos said.
)O]Q\IZIVLÅLLTMXTIaMZ
Haukos and his band won the
*I\\TMWN \PM*IVL[TI[\aMIZ
but Aren Johnson and the
0WVMa*ILOMZ[KTIQUML\PM
\Q\TM\PQ[aMIZ
For three hours, The Grizzlies, Aren Johnson and the
0WVMa*ILOMZ[2][\6W/WWL
Nick Lontz, Pop Vultures, and
:I[XJMZZa-aM[RIUUMLW]\
and showcased their talents at
this rocking event. The battle
was sponsored and coordinated
Ja=8*.WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWV
or to get involved, please visit
www.stcloudstate.edu/upb.

Tour of music for SCSU Concert Choir
Andrew Gnirk
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU Concert Choir will be touring the Twin Cities on March 29 and 30,
in hopes of recruiting up-and-coming high
school choristers to join the choir in the
future.
<PM\W]Z_QTTWNÅKQITTaKWVKT]LMWV\PM
afternoon of April 1, with a performance
at the Newman Center here in St. Cloud.
The Chamber Choir, composed of select
Concert Choir members, will also be performing during the tour.
“The premise of the tour is to let high
[KPWWT[\]LMV\[SVW_\PI\\PMaKIV[QVO
IN\MZPQOP[KPWWT<PMaKIVX]Z[]M\PMQZ
major and contribute to a musical ensemJTMº[IQL:IVLa7T[WVXZM[QLMV\WN \PM
Concert Choir.
6QKS0IaM[_PWQ[QVPQ[[MKWVLaMIZ
of Concert Choir and a double major in
English and Television Production, is proof
of this. Even though he is not a music
major, he is still involved with music at the
]VQ^MZ[Q\a
“It’s fun,” he said. “I have had a great
\_WaMIZ[[WNIZº
+WUXIZML\WXZM^QW][\W]Z[0IaM[

[Ia[\PQ[WVMQ[U]KP[QUXTMZ7VMWN \PM
concerts is even at his old high school,
8ZQWZ4ISM¹?M¼ZMOWQVOJIKS\WUaWTL
high school for the tour, so I’m kind of
excited to go back there and see what’s
changed,” he said.
7T[WV[Ia[\PMM`XMZQMVKM[NZWUXZM^Qous tours, which include destinations such
I[-]ZWXMIVL;W]\P)NZQKIPI^MQVÆ]MVKML_PMZM\PMKPWQZQ[\WLIa
“We learned so much from those
opportunities,” he said. He went on to
PQOPTQOP\¹XMZ[XMK\Q^MºIVL¹KWUU]VQ\aº
I[SMaKWVKMX\[\PMaXQKSML]XWV\PMQZ
\ZI^MT[#WVM[\PMaPWXM\W[PIZM_Q\PI]LQences on this tour.
“What I think is most important in recruiting is that we connect on ideas, rather
\PIVR][\NWZKMNMMLQVO\PMU»7P;\
Cloud State!” he said. “We want to conVMK\_Q\P\PMUXMZ[WVITTa1N aW]OW\W;\
Cloud State and join the choir, we’ll make
aW]NMMT_MTKWUM)TW\WN \PMU][QK_M¼ZM
performing is relevant to that.”
Those seeking more information about
Concert Choir or other SCSU choirs can
go to their Facebook page (www.facebook.
com/SCSUchoirs). Information available
QVKT]LM[XMZNWZUIVKMLI\M[IJQWOZIXPa

photos, videos, and links to other pages
with more information.
)VaWVMQV\MZM[\MLQVOM\\QVOQV^WT^ML
in choir at SCSU should email the Interim
Director of Choral Activities, Matthew
Ferrell (maferrell@stcloudstate.edu). Auditions are held each fall.

SCSU Choir Tour
Full Schedule







Rogers High School in RogMZ[<P]Z[LIa5IZKP!I\ "
a.m.
Prior Lake High School in
;I^IOM<P]Z[LIa5IZKP!I\
"IU
Blaine High School in Blaine.
.ZQLIa5IZKPI\"IU
Anoka-Ramsey Community
CollegeQV+WWV:IXQL[.ZQLIa
5IZKPI\"IU
Messiah United Methodist
ChurchQV8TaUW]\P.ZQLIa
5IZKPI\"XU
Newman Center in St. Cloud.
;]VLIa)XZQTI\XU
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Wherefore art thou? Romeo and Juliet with a modern spin

JUN KAI TEOH / EDITOR IN CHIEF

:WUMWKTQUJ[I[UITT_ITT\W[]ZXZQ[M2]TQM\NWTTW_QVO\PM+IX]TM\¼[UI[Y]MZILMJITT

A classic tale of love merges into the modern world. With the
bloom of spring comes the birth of a theatrical performance at The
Pioneer Place. Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”, a story of romance and tragedy, stars two families. Set in Verona, Italy, the play
details the Montagues and the Capulets, the two families of young
Romeo and Juliet. Unfortunately, their families despise each other;
they are enemies in the city.
The star-crossed lovers fall for each other. From the moment
Romeo spies Juliet, he will give anything to be with her.
Both lovers know their families, natural enemies, will never
approve of their relationship. Still, they undergo a whirlwind of
experiences and ideas to escape their family’s disapproval, cherishQVO\PMQZM\MZVITTW^MIVLÅOP\QVO\WJM\WOM\PMZ
Although the story is classic, The Pioneer Place’s production
KPIVOM[Q\_Q\PIUWLMZVÆIQZ,QZMK\MLJa5QKPIMT3MTTMa\PMXMZformance maintains the language and plot, but new interpretations
and characterizations bring the play to life.
A tale the entire family can enjoy, “Romeo and Juliet” is still being performed at The Pioneer Place.
:]VVQVONZWU5IZKP 5IZKPIVL5IZKP!)XZQT
1, the tickets are $21 for adults and $18 for students and seniors.
;PW_\QUM[IZM<P]Z[LIa.ZQLIaIVL;I\]ZLIaVQOP\[I\"XU
Sunday showings are matinees at 2 p.m. To purchase tickets or for
UWZMQVNWZUI\QWVXTMI[M^Q[Q\___XXÅ^MKWU

JUN KAI TEOH / EDITOR IN CHIEF

JUN KAI TEOH / EDITOR IN CHIEF

:WUMW_I[_ZM[\TMLJa.ZQIZ4I]ZMVKM_PMVPM
I\\MUX\ML[]QKQLMIN\MZTMIZVQVOWN PQ[JIVQ[PUMV\

.ZQIZ4I]ZMVKMÅVL[JW\P:WUMWIVL2]TQM\LMILNWTTW_QVO\PMQZ\ZIOQK[]QKQLM[

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.food.

Seuss’ imagination brought to life
Ashmika Patke
MOVIE REVIEW

The animated movie, “The Lorax,” is based
on the imaginative children’s book by the beloved author, Dr. Seuss.
Dr. Seuss’s “The Lorax” stars the young actors Taylor Swift and Zac Efron who provide the
voices for the main characters, Audrey and Ted.
The illustrated imagination of Dr. Seuss
is brought to life in the real world in the “The
Lorax”.
¹<PM4WZI`º\MTT[\PM\ITMWN IÅK\QWVITTa
plastic world and its unique people.
Audrey wants nothing more than to have a
real living tree. Being desperately in love with
her, Ted is undeterred from reality, and determined to make this possible. Ted willingly ventures into an exciting but dangerous adventure
in search of an actual tree. Ted hopes this will
enable Audrey to fall in love with him as well.
But to Ted’s surprise, obtaining an actual tree is
far more complicated and leads him to procure a
startling discovery of a beautifully unique place
to say the least. After many unusual experiences,
Ted learns he cares more than he anticipated
_PMVPMÅVL[PM¼[LM[\QVML\WJMKWUMU]KP
more.
On his unexpected journey, Ted encounters
several strange creatures but none are as unique
as the Lorax. Only procuring a tree turns out to
be only half the expedition. Somehow, Ted has
to get the tree to Audrey which brings even more
[]ZXZQ[M[<PQ[XZWTQÅK[\WZaQ[[M\QVIÅK\QWVIT
world called Thneedville where the land is extensively beautiful but is completely unrealistic,
being made of plastic without any actual living
nature.
)4WZI`Q[IÅK\QWVIT]VLMZOZW]VL\QVa
Æ]NNaOZW]KPaQZZQ\I\QVOWZIVOMIVQUITTQSM

creature with a robust mustache whose existence
is an undetected secret, created by the talented
author, Dr. Seuss. The virtue of this tale is that
it’s not about what it is but what it can become.
Dr. Seuss’ “The Lorax” was released on
March 2, 2012 and will also be show in IMAX
3D and Real-D.
<PMÅTUQ[IJW]\!UQV]\M[TWVOIVLQ[
rated PG for brief mild language.
“The Lorax” is directed by Christopher Renaud and Kyle Balda with a screenplay by Ken
Daurio and Cinco Paul and was produced by
Illumination Entertainment with music by John
Powell.
“The Lorax” also stars the comedians,
Danny DeVito, Ed Helms and veteran Betty
White. Danny DeVito voices the title character,
the Lorax, a strange, quirky, grumpy, mysterious
creature. Ed Helms voices the character, Onceler, a wise person. Betty White voices the character, Grammy Norma
The musically talented Taylor Swift brings
her harmonious voice and personality to her
cartoon alter-ego. Taylor Swift provided her
extraordinary country music for the movie.
Zac Efron was requested to accept the role by
Mrs. Seuss, herself.
¹<PM4WZI`ºQ[LMÅVQ\MTaIKWUUMZKQIT
success after earning $82 million during it’s
premiere weekend and proceeding to earn over
  I\\PMJW`WNÅKM
My rating for the animated movie, “The
Lorax” is eight out of 10.
The artistic ideality from the insanely creative
mind of the wonderfully talented Dr. Seuss is
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLIDER.COM
brought to reality in the animated feature, “The »,Z;M][[¼<PM4WZI`¼_I[ZMTMI[MLQV\PMI\MZ[WV5IZKP
Lorax”.
¹<PM4WZI`ºQ[LMÅVQ\MTa\PMMaMXWXXQVO
RI_LZWXXQVOPQOPÆaQVOPMIZ\[\WUXQVOUW^QM
of the year.

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Wrath of the Titans
Mirror Mirror
The Island President
Dark Tide
Intruders

Lucius
RiotZone
Ridge Racer Unbounded

Cowboy Junkies: The Wilderness
Caveman: CoCo Beware
Lionel Richie: Tuskegee

Tiger Woods PGA Tour 13

The All-American Rejects: Kids In The Street

Of Orcs and Men

Zeus: Busting Visions

Marquee
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Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Undo  your  mistakes.  Take  
time  to  be  forgiven  and,  more  
importantly,  forgive  yourself.
  

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Don’t  take  life  so  seriously  this  
week.  Laughter  is  a  cure-all.

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Monday, March 26, 2012

MNL SPOTLIGHT: The
Conrad Magalis
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Half Hearts graced the Monday Night
4Q^M[\IOMNWZ\PMQZÅZ[\\QUMTI[\_MMS<PMa
have been on the road over the past month
promoting their latest album--Uptown Sound-IVLÅVQ[PQVO]X\PM\W]Z_Q\PIXMZNWZUIVKMWV
MNL.
“We just got back, and we decided to play as
a trio tonight,” said Flip Arkulary.
The Half Hearts (THH) are a quintet on
most nights, but after arriving in Minneapolis
fresh-off-the-road from SXSW (South by Southwest) at 7 a.m., only band-mates Arkulary (lead
vocals and guitar), Mitch Miller (drums and
vocals) and Robert Cox (bass guitar and vocals)
had the energy left to perform another show.
“We thankfully didn’t do the west coast tour.
We would’ve died,” said Arkulary.
As a full quintet, they combine progressive
rock, cabaret, grunge and even folk.
“The Half Hearts bounce between fuzzy
retro rock and acoustic-based songs, with unexpected surprises along the way, like a saxophone
solo in ‘Martini’,” said Ross Raihala of the
Pioneer Press.
As a trio last Monday (Arkulary, Miller and
Cox), the essence of THH’s sound remained,
but it had a raw, garage-rock feel to it. The
performance included songs “Lyndale South”,
“Ariane”, and “The Big Black and Frank Hate
off of Uptown Sound”. They also performed
songs “Martini”, “10 West”, and “Salt River”
NZWU\PMQZÅZ[\ITJ]U)N\MZ\PM.TWWL
The Half Hearts got their start in 2009 when
)ZS]TIZaIVL+W`ZM]VQ\MLIN\MZÅ^MaMIZ[
“I was living in Omaha and went to see my
father in Duluth, who was sick at the time. On
the way back, I stopped by to visit Rob [Cox]
in Minneapolis and loved it,” said Arkulary. “I
packed my bags and with only a dollar in my
bank account, I moved in with Rob in Uptown.”
Soon after--with repeated phone calls and

Up next on MNL
3/26 - Gypsy Lumberjacks
4/2 - Pictures of Then
4/9 - The Curiously Strong Peppermints

DARLINGTON PANTON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Half Hearts’ lead singer, Flip Arkulary, playing his guitar on Monday Night Live.

begging--they recruited Miller to play drums.
“I’ve always been in punk bands, which is
funny because I don’t even like punk music.
After months of Flip begging me to play drums
with them, I said yes,” said Miller.
Band members Arkulary, Miller, and Cox
all come from a musical background. Arkulary
received his bachelor’s in music from the University of Iowa in 2008. Miller began playing
LZ]U[QV\PMÅN\POZILMIVL+W`JMOIVXQIVW
_PMVPM_I[Å^M
“After playing piano, upright bass and drums,
I began playing electric bass in high school,”
Cox said.
Electric bass stuck with Cox, which is what
he plays for The Half Hearts.
Arkulary, Miller and Cox were pleased with
how MNL turned out overall. They were able
to experiment with a new arrangement of the
band.
“It was a lot of fun! Thanks for letting us
come experiment on-air with you guys,” commented Arkulary after the performance.
More information about The Half Hearts
is available on www.thehalfhearts.com, Twitter,
and Facebook.

RECIPE OF THE WEEK: Yummy

Sing;;  dance;;  break  free!  Time  
to  enjoy  the  simple  splendors  
of  life  with  wild  expression.

Taurus :4/20 - 5/20











Pain  is  temporary.  Glory  
is  forever.  Channel  your  
perserverance  to  make  it  
through  a  tough  week.

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOELENS.BLOGSPOT.COM

Nutrition Facts
Servings Per Recipe: 12
Amount Per Serving
Calories: 178

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Total Fat: 6.6g

Misery  is  not  your  friend.  
Change  your    negative  ways,  
or  risk  losing  all  you  have,  
even  yourself.

&UDYLQJVQHHGWREHVDWLV¿HG
so  make  time  for  fun,    relax,  
and  enjoy  dessert.

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

To-do  lists  can  be  
overwhelming,  but  take  
comfort  in  crossing  items  off.

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21
Animals,  even  stuffed,  are  
reliable  companions.  

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21

Dress  to  impress!  A  special  
occasion  could  lead  to  a  dream  
job  opportunity.

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

Hope  is  all  that  matters.  Fate  is  
the  master  anyway.

Honey Chicken Kabobs

Ingredients

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

DARLINGTON PANTON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Robert Cox jamming on his guitar during
the band’s performance on MNL.

With spring in bloom, beautiful days call for grilling. Try the
]VQY]MÆI^WZWN [Wa[I]KMW^MZKPQKSMVIVLKZQ[XXMXXMZ[NWZIVM_
twist on kabobs. First, marinade your chicken with the sweet mix of
honey and soy sauce for a tasty experience. Fire up the grill, preparing the chicken and vegetables, including onions and peppers. With
ITT\PMÅVQ[PMLQ\MU[IT\MZVI\MLWVISIJWJOM\ZMILa\WLQOQV\W
grilled glory. Your taste buds will thank you!

You  are  overwhelmed  with  
stress  from  school  projects,  
work,  and  your  social  life.  
Advice:  scream  into  a  pillow  at  
the  top  of  your  lungs.

As  spring  is  blooming,  so  
is  new  love.  An  unexpected  
romance  will  leave  you  
breathless  and  giddy.

Half Hearts

Cholesterol: 45mg
Sodium: 442mg
Total Carbs: 12.4g
Dietary Fiber: 1g
Protein: 17.4g

1/4 cup vegetable oil
1/3 cup honey
1/3 cup soy sauce
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
8 skinless, boneless chicken breast halves, cut into 1 inch
cubes
2 cloves garlic
5 small onions, cut into 2 inch pieces
2 red bell peppers, cut into 2 inch pieces
skewers

Directions
1. In a large bowl, whisk together oil, honey, soy sauce, and pepper. Before adding chicken, reserve a small amount of marinade to brush onto kabobs while cooking. Place the chicken,
garlic, onions and peppers in the bowl, and marinate in the
refrigerator at least 2 hours (the longer the better).
2. Preheat the grill for high heat.
3. Drain marinade from the chicken and vegetables, and discard
marinade. Thread chicken and vegetables alternately onto
the skewers.
4. Lightly oil the grill grate. Place the skewers on the grill. Cook
for 12 to 15 minutes, until chicken juices run clear. Turn and
brush with reserved marinade frequently.
Recipes and information courtesy of
www.allrecipes.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLRECIPES.COM

PETS OF THE WEEK: Titan
Titan is a 10-year-old
neutered Shih Tzu and
Lhasa Apso mix.
He was surrendered
because his previous owner
was moving and unfortunately, could not take him
with them.
He may be ten years old,
but that’s not that old for a
dog his size.
This affectionate and
social canine got along well
with children of all ages in
his previous home, as well
as other dogs. He thrives off
human attention and is quite
playful as well.
Titan loves to go on nice
long walks, so if you need a
walking buddy, come meet
this little bundle of affection.

and Oreo

Meet Oreo, a
7-month-old neutered male. He
may want you to
believe he’s milk’s
favorite kitty, but
water is the best
beverage of choice
for cats.
He certainly
matches the Greek
meaning of the
word Oreo, which
is beautiful.
In his previous home, Oreo
got along well
_Q\PKPQTLZMV]VLMZÅ^MaMIZ[WN IOMIVLIT[WTW^ML\WZW]OPPW][M_Q\P
his feline friends. He is known to hold a conversation with you or carry
around toy mice in his mouth for hours.
His uniquely marked coat is soft to the touch, and his purr-box is in
good working order. Oreo’s social and lap-loving personality is sure to be
a great addition to any household.

Photos and information courtesy of the Tri-County Humane Society.
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HOUSING

MAKE A MOVE TO
KENT HOUSING!
kenthousing.com
320-252-5500

2, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
4 blk from SCSU library. Heat
paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING
2& 3 BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside
Apts, Close to SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
Roommate Matching
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
FREE PARKING,
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
10 & 12 month leases
320-252-2633
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES UVT’s
Free parking,
individual leases, pool
320-252-2633
www.uvtownhomes.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
3 blocks from campus! Huge
kitchens and famil rooms!
Individual parking spots!
Locked, secured entry! New
Carpet! Best deal on rent in
town and can’t beat the
location!
320-492-1230
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549

GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
2012-13 SCHOOL YR!
1,2,3 & 4 Bd Available
Free Heat, Water & Garbage!
Free Basic Cable!
On Busline!!!
Call Today 320-654-8300
FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual leases,
just $285/rm
Super close to campus!
Call Lynette 320-217-4115
FEMALES AND MALES.
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apartments. Heat paid, A/C,
D/W, parking, close.
6/1 and 8/1/12. E.P.M. 2516005.

HOMES AND
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.

!FREE!CABLE!
FREE!INTERNET!
3 + 4 Bdrm large apartments
Central A/C, D/W, Heat
paid
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673 - Jenny

JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute faith
corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.
NEW LISTING 2 & 3
BEDROOM
off street parking
320-250-1393
SCSU APTS ON 7TH.
8TH & 9TH AVE S!
10 & 12 mo. leases! Call Now!
320-229-1919
SCSU HOUSES & APTS!
CALL NOW!
320-229-1919
Fbook: Premier Real
Estate Rentals
!FREE!CABLE!
FREE!INTERNET!
3 + 4 Bdrm large apartments
Central A/C, D/W, Heat
paid
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673 - Jenny

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com

scsuhomesforrent.com

CAMPUS APTS.
ON 5TH AVE!
4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking 1 1/2
Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
COACHES WANTED
North Junior High
3:15-5:30 Monday-Friday
April 2nd thru May 23rd
$14.00 per hour
Contact: Dan Holan A.D.
320-251-2159 Ext. 4121
Dan.Holan@isd742.org
UPPER CLASS CAMPUS
HOUSES
2 BR 1 BA House
3 BR 1 BA House
4 BR 2 BA House
All with free parking &
Laundry
320-492-6123
FEMALE TO SHARE
VERY NICE 4 BDRM APT
Conviently located across
from Halenbeck Hall.
Call to view (320)333-3748
Charlamain
Apartment Homes
FINALLY LIVE ALONE!
1 BD starting at $470/month
Free parking spot/on busline
Free heat, water, garbage.
Call to tour today!
320-654-8300

2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid.
10 or 12 month leases.
320-493-9549
WESTVIEW
AND UNIVERSITY
WEST APTS.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
scsu4rent.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garabage & basic cable!
Super Cloe to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se
3 & 4 BDRM APTS!
Close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
SCSU APTS W/
BALCONIES!
AC units!
stcloudrental.com
JUST BECAME
AVAILABLE!
4 Bdrm apt located across
from Halenbeck Hall in one
of the nicest apartments near
campus...
Charlamain
Apartment Homes
Call to view (320)333-3748
APARTMENTS
OR HOUSES
-NÅKQMVKQM[\W *LZU[
Grat prices and locations
On campus or around town
Get it al with one call
St. Cloud Rental Resource Inc
320-251-4412
www.Home-Hound.com
3BR./4BR.
Houses, townhomes, lofts,
apts. Great values
5/1 and 6/1.
1-4 blks from SCSU
Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679

4 BDRM APTS!
$235/ RM! 9th Ave
320-229-1919
HOMES AND
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549
SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone
320-290-2128
scsuapartments.com
3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group and get
free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com
GREAT DUPLEX HOME!
Large 3BR, 1.5 Bath
?,0WWS]X=VÅVQ[PML
Basement
Available May 1st
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
525 13TH ST APTS
1 Block N of Hockey arena.
3&4 bedrooms $225.
Dan: 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH
APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms directly across
from Hockey Center.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ONE ROOM
EFFICIENCIES.
Utilities, internet included.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ROOMS 4 RENT! HUGE
HOUSE!
320-229-1919
BENTWOOD NEAR
TARGET EAST.
1 BR. - $420, 2 BR. - $500
Free heat/P.
4/1, 5/1, 6/1.
Clipper
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
stcloudrental.com

4 BDR APTS
1 blk from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

2 BDR APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549

2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com

2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

CARETAKER/
SECURITY PERSON
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt, reduced rent, plus
hourly wage. Start 6/1/12.
Excel Property. 251-6005
NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393
stcloudhomes4rent.com
MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing!
Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500
stcloudstorage.com
SCSU APTS OPEN
‘12-’13!!
Call NOW: 320-229-1919
EFF. APTS TO
7 BDRM HOUSES
We have what you want
Prices start at $225/month
320-251-4412
www.homebound.com
4 BED 2 BATH HOUSE
Near SCSU Avail June 1st
320-267-8174
$1200 per month
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS.
2-big bedrooms
neat, clean.
Includes utilities.
Possible caretaking.
Off-street parking.
$300 person.
Near Halenbeck.
320-679-3852
4 BDRM APTS!
Only $225/Rm!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919
GOLF STUDENT DISCOUNT $10
with valid ID
Angushire Golf Club call for
tee times 251-9619
BEACHWOOD 1 BR.
APTS.
$400-430. 6/1 320 7th Ave S.
H/W/S/T Incl. 320-2511925
mpmstudenthousing.com
$225 - $280/MO 4 BEDROOM APTS!
All buildings close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM HOUSE
Located on 7th Ave. Close to
library. M&J Properties.
320-980-5221

4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
stcloudapartment.com
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment.
Starting at $250.00
per month.
Free heat, water,
garabage & basic cable!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
1 & 2 bd. apts.
Starting at $470 (1 bd) and
$520 (2bd)
Free heat, water, garabage
Basic cable and parking spot.
320-654-8300
2ND AVENUE
TOWNHOMES.
4 bedrooms, 2 levels,
2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
UNIVERSITY NORTH
APARTMENTS!
Decks, AC Units,
Dishwasher!!
320-229-1919
2 BEDROOM APT
Free parking 1 block from
NHC. M&J Properties.
320-980-5221
5/1 AVAIL.
2BR + 3BR APTS.
1-2 blks from SCSU.
Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
ROOMS FOR RENT
IN HOUSE
Male or female
320-761-1514
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS
10 or 12 month leases
3 + 4 bed.
320-259-9673
4-6 BEDROOM HOUSES
3 + 4 bedroom apartments
www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny 320-259-9673
4 BR. HOUSE FOR RENT
$365 all expenses incl.
Call Dan 320-761-1514
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com
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WEEK OF MARCH 26-APRIL 1

SOFTBALL
University of Mary
March 31, 1 p.m.
Home
Northern State
April 1, 1 p.m.
Home

WILD
Rangers
March 27, 7 p.m.
Panthers
March 29, 7 p.m.
Kings
March 31, 7 p.m.

TIMBERWOLVES
Grizzlies
March 27, 7 p.m.
Bobcats
March 28, 6 p.m.
Celtics
March 30, 7 p.m.

TWINS
Rays
March 26, 12:05 p.m.
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the Jets’ future plans
Alex Lessard
SPORTS COLUMN

Tim Tebow has become
one of the most controversial players in the NFL.
I feel that the signing of
Tebow could be one of the
biggest mistakes that the
New Your Jets could make
for a number of reasons.
First of all, he is not the
player that ESPN has made
him out to be.
Everybody talks about
last year’s season and what
he has done for the Broncos, but what has he actually done? In my mind, absolutely nothing. He did not
win the Super Bowl. Yes he
did make the playoffs, but
when you look at the league
he was in it, is easy for any
sports fan to understand
why the Broncos made it to
playoffs last year.
I am not going to be
the one to say that I don’t
like him because of his
faith and how he presents it
because that has absolutely
nothing to do with how I
feel about Tebow.
For me, not liking him
comes down to the fact, in
my mind, that he is overrated. In my opinion, he is
like any other quarterback
and I feel that the only
reason he has gotten all the
attention he has is because
ESPN was comparing him
to the legendary quarterbacks because he had a
good start to his season, but
look at how they ended, just
like every other team in the
NFL is not winning the last
game of the season.
It really angers me when
ESPN compared him to
John Elway because Tebow
is nothing compared to
Elway. Elway is a true Hall
of Fame quarterback while
Tebow has yet to do anything close to what Elway
has accomplished.
Also, if Tebow was such
a great quarterback and
performed so phenomenally
then why did the Broncos

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOSTON.COM

New York Jets starting quarterback Mark Sanchez and newly acquired backup
quarterback Tim Tebow pose in a picture together during a game last season.

sign a replacement for him
and why is Tebow a backup for Mark Sanchez?
Tebow’s style of play is
not compatible with the Jets
in any way, Tebow likes to
run the ball, but that’s why
they have running backs in
the game. Plus, in the NFL,
any quarterback that looks
NWZ\PM[KZIUJTMI[\PMÅZ[\
play is not going to make it
long due to the fact that he
will become injured because
he is a quarterback, not a
running back.
I mean, look at what
happened to Michael Vick
last season, out for the year
because he was hit hard by
a linebacker while scrambling when he should have
thrown the ball. Tebow is

a decent quarterback, but
if he keeps playing the way
he does, then his time in the
NFL could be very limited.
I feel that Tebow will
have a short starting career
in the NFL and it’s almost
possible to say that since he
signed with the Jets, that his
career as a starter is already
over, as the Jets stated,
“Sanchez is still our starting
quarterback. We see Tebow
as a situational player.” He
will not be playing every
snap.
This makes me feel
that I am not the only one
that feels that Tebow is
overrated. I am glad to see
that Tebow is still in the
NFL because he does have
the potential to be a good

quarterback if he starts to
improve and change his
playing style.
All in all, I am glad that
the Vikings did not try and
sign Tebow to our roster
because I’m just not a fan
of him. That doesn’t mean
I wish bad luck upon him.
It means that I am just
glad the Vikings defense
will have the chance to put
Tebow in his place.

Training for a 5k race and beyond
Matt Nielsen
HEALTH COLUMN

6W_\PI\[XZQVOQ[ÅVITTaPMZMQ\Q[I
perfect time to take your running routine
from the treadmill to the running paths
outdoors.
The Beaver trail is a perfect path to run
on. Notably, you can look up the mileage of
the course on SCSU’s website.
The nice weather means that there are
plenty of opportunities for races, such as
5k’s, 7k’s, and more. Running these races
give you goals to achieve and helps motivate your training.
Not only are there races coming up
around the St. Cloud area, but around the
entire state as well. Some of the local races
include the Earth Day Run and the SCSU
on the Move 5k.
The Earth Day Run will be held on
April 20-21. The Youth Run and 5k will
both be held on Friday night, with the halfmarathon and half-marathon relay beginning on Saturday morning. More information is provided on SCSU’s webpage.
The SCSU on the Move 5k will take
place on Thursday April 12 at 6 p.m. More
information for this race can be found on
SCSU’s Campus Recreation webpage.
Whether you are brand new to running
or have been doing it for years, your body
needs the proper training to make sure
it can make it through long races such as
these.
Training takes time and requires
patience. If you are new to running, it will
be tough to jump on a treadmill and run

Å^MUQTM[_Q\PMI[M*MTW_IZMINM_PQV\[
to starting off and gaining endurance over
time.
Run for time or run for distance. Running on the treadmill makes it easy to keep
track of both. Start off with a realistic goal.
If you have not ran in awhile, make one
mile or ten minutes a goal to begin with
and work your way up.
Make sure you stretch before and after
each run. Pulled muscles are one of the
leading injuries when it comes to running.
Stretching is essential to make sure your
chance of injury is reduced.
Don’t overdue it. Your body needs time
to rest and repair. If you do happen to miss
a session, don’t go from two miles to four
miles. You need time to work your way up,
going a distance that your body is not ready
for could end up hurting your routine.
Make sure you eat healthy and take
it easier the week before the race. For
example, if the race is on a Saturday, get a
good routine in early in the week and take
Thursday and Friday off so your body will
be well rested come race day.
Proper food includes plenty of fruits,
vegetables, and pasta. Be sure to drink
water or sports drinks to make sure you
are hydrated. Make sure you start drinking
Æ]QL[MIZTaWVQV\PM_MMS\WXZM^MV\LQ[ILvantages, such as cramping. Delaying your
JWLaWN Æ]QL[]V\QTZIKMLIaKIVJMPIZUful, as fatigue could set in much earlier than
expected.
One last tip is to make sure you are prepared for the weather. It has been relatively
warm for this time of year, and your body

PHOTO COURTESY OF HILLSANDHEIGHTS.ORG

;XZQVOQ[ÅVITTaPMZM_PQKPUMIV[\PMZMIZMITW\WN WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[NWZVM_IVL
experienced runners to enter numerous 5k runs around the area and state.

probably isn’t used to the temperature. Try
running outside in the warm weather to
get your body used to it; then you are not
in awe of the heat come race day. If it does
cool down, make sure you have the proper
clothing. Don’t dress in too many layers,
as it is pretty easy to warm up during the
course of the race.

Running is an excellent way to stay in
shape and meet new people. These tips
will help one with starting off their routine.
Training can be tough, but also make sure
it is fun and you can achieve your goal as a
runner, whatever it may be.
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Softball
Continued from Page 16
as well. In earning the shutout victory, she
gave up only four hits while walking four
and striking out eight.
“We took care of business in this
game,” said U’Ren. “I think the team really
responded well and came out and played
good ball, good seven innings the next
game.”

Saturday, Game 1
Saturday marked the beginning of
conference play for the Huskies. They paid
a visit to Carlander Field in St. Paul to take
on the Concordia-St. Paul Golden Bears
QVILW]JTMPMILMZ<PMÅZ[\OIUM_MV\\W
SCSU as they picked up a 4-3 victory.
The scoring began in the top of the
ÅZ[\+I\KPMZ5QSITaI0WOIVIVLÅZ[\
baseman Chris Saiz both singled after
Samantha Kanak grounded out to begin
the inning. A wild pitch moved both of
\PMU]XIJI[MIVL_ITS[Q[[]ML\W5MOIV
Lehnen and Jordan Grell along with a

throwing error by CSP pitcher Ashley
Kluever gave the Huskies a 3-0 lead after
one. Danielle Rahn hit a home run to left
ÅMTL\WX][P\PMTMIL\WQV\PM\WXWN 
the second to cap SCSU’s scoring.
The Golden Bears got two runs back
in the bottom of the second with an RBI
[QVOTMJaKMV\MZÅMTLMZ3I\QM)VLMZ[WVIVL
a second RBI single by shortstop Brynn
Larsen. Concordia managed to put up one
more run in the bottom of the sixth when
,0+I[[QM*MZ\MT[MVPWUMZML\WTMN\ÅMTL
CSP wouldn’t score again and SCSU held
on for the one run win.
Kelly Franks went four innings for
;+;=OQ^QVO]X\_WZ]V[WVÅ^MPQ\[_PQTM
walking three and striking out three. KenLZI5MZZQ\\KIUMQV\WUWX]XNWZ.ZIVS[
IVLXQKSML]X\PM\PZMMQVVQVO[I^M5MZritt gave up one run on four hits, walked
nobody and struck out two batters.
For CSP, Ashley Kluever went all seven
innings. She gave up four runs on four hits
while walking four and striking out four.

<PM0][SQM[KIUMW]\_Q\PÅZMIOIQVQV
the second game of the double header, using a great offensive attack to win 6-2 over
the Golden Bears and pick up the sweep at
Carlander Field.
CSP opened the scoring this time. In
\PMJW\\WUWN \PMÅZ[\3I\QM)VLMZ[WV
LW]JTML\WKMV\MZÅMTLIVLIL^IVKML
to third on a groundout. She eventually
came in to score on a wild pitch, giving the
Golden Bears an early 1-0 lead. This score
PMTL]V\QT\PM\WXWN \PMÅN\PQVVQVO_PMV
the Huskies got on the board and took the
TMIL.QZ[\ZQOP\ÅMTLMZ*WJJQ*WWUOIZden homered to left center to tie the game
at one. After Danielle Rahn and Jackie
Dooley grounded out, Samantha Kanak
singled. After Kanak stole second, Chris
Saiz homered to left to give SCSU a 3-2
lead. The Huskies added three more insurance runs in the top of the sixth for the 6-2
victory and sending them to a 2-0 start in
conference play.
“It’s a big start for us,” said U’Ren.

“Taking two from Concordia is big. They’re
a great team, they’ve got solid pitching,
they’ve got good sticks.”
After picking up the save in Game 1,
3MVLZI5MZZQ\\[\IZ\ML/IUMWV\PM
UW]VL;PMTI[\MLÅ^MQVVQVO[OQ^QVO]X
two runs on four hits while giving up two
walks and striking out two batters. Kelly
Franks mopped up this time, picking up
PMZÅZ[\[I^MWN \PM[MI[WVQV\_WQVVQVO[
of work. She managed to hold the Golden
Bears off the scoreboard while also not
allowing them to get a hit. She walked two
and struck out one.
“They did what they needed to do,”
said U’Ren, referring to her two pitchers.
“Overall, just a good team effort.”
Stephanie Kappes pitched all of Game
2 for the Golden Bears. She gave up six
runs on eleven hits while walking nobody
and striking out six batters.

Masters Swim Program is for anybody

W]\QVKT]LM[LZQTT[ÆQX
turns, swim sets and team
SPORTS EDITOR
related drills.
“Samantha tailors the
;+;=¼[5I[\MZ¼[;_QU
workout just for me, and
Program is an opportunistays within my limits
ty for anybody who loves
but always pushes me to
to swim to hone their
try harder,” said Natalie
skills and achieve success
Prell, a new member to
at their ability level.
\PMXZWOZIU¹5aNZQMVL[
The program offers
training to all levels, from are lifeguards for the program that’s what made
former collegiate and
me join, and it’s a great
high school swimmers,
workout.”
triathletes, people new to
Tuesday evenings and
the sport and people who
Thursday mornings are
love to swim.
for the more avid swim“There is something
mer or triathlete. The
different for everybody,”
workouts are more insaid Samantha Richardtense and focus on stroke
\PM5I[\MZ¼[
[WVKWIKPWN
development, strategies
Swim Program. “I write
for open water swimming
workouts for three differand a variety of pool
ent groups that tailors to
workouts.
each person’s ability.”
“A lot of the triathletes
Not everybody has to
in the summer to
come
be a swimmer to enjoy
work out,” Richardson
the workout. It’s a fun
said.
alternative for a different
Richardson has been a
kind of workout because
swimmer all her life and
swim shape is different
has been the coach since
on the joints. It’s a good
2009. She also helps Ironcardio vascular workout
man competitors train for
trainer
and a great cross
their swimming portion.
for other sports, accord“I just kind of fell into
ing to Richardson.
it two years ago and enjoy
The program meets
it very much,” Richardfour times a week and
son said.
is designated for a par<PM5I[\MZ¼[;_QU
ticular need the swimmer
is different from
Program
needs.
others because it’s comTuesday mornings
prised of people with
and Thursday evenings
different skill levels, ages
are designed for those
and interests.
who want to swim and
“Samantha does a
are looking to improve
job at creating
great
in the sport. The workRyan Fitzgerald

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

A student swims in the pool at SCSU in the Master’s Swim Program. The program has a variety of levels
tailored to one’s skill. It is meant for anybody who enjoys to swim, wants to stay in shape and have fun.

workouts for everyone
and allowing individuals to accomplish their
goals,” said Whitney
Johnson, assistant professor at Herberger Business
School.
“If I don’t swim for
two weeks and still workout I can totally tell the
difference when I get into
the pool,” Richardson

said.
The sessions never
get boring and always
improve the ability of the
swimmer after each night.
Richardson prepares
challenging and detailed
workout plans that are
always interesting, and it
makes it a lot more fun
than swimming on one’s
own time, according to

Johnson.
The times allotted for
\PM5I[\MZ[;_QU8ZWgram are 6-7 a.m. and
6-7 p.m.
¹<PM5I[\MZ¼[;_QU
Club is an outstanding
offering at SCSU that I
recommend to anyone
interested in swimming,”
Johnson said.
Anyone who is inter-

ested in
signing up can do so at
the Campus Recreation
desk or email Richardson
at rsaquatics@stcloudstate.edu.
The cost is $60 for
SCSU students and $125
for community members.
The pass will also allow
the person to have full access in the building.

Softball is just one part of Jackie Dooley’s life
Sean Davich
STAFF WRITER

Softball is a big part of
Jackie Dooley’s life; however,
there’s a lot more to her than
what meets the eye.
Dooley is from St. Paul,
5QVVM[W\I;PMOZM_]X_Q\P
two older sisters and a younger
brother - and of course around
the game of softball.
“I’ve been playing softball
my whole life,” Dooley said. “I
have a lot of cousins my age
and we all grew up playing
softball together and without
softball there’s a piece of my

life that’s missing.”
Dooley’s dad played baseball
IVLPM_I[IJQOQVÆ]MVKMQV
her softball playing.
“He pushed me into doing
a lot of things: playing summer
ball, playing fall leagues and
winter leagues and just playing
all year round; it just became
another lifestyle,” Dooley said.
<PI\¼[LMÅVQ\MTa[WUM\PQVO
you can expect out of a star
player in any sport. When
you’re raised all around the
game and to love the game,
you’re pretty much guaranteed
to be good at it. Dooley is no
exception.

Dooley enjoys being a team
leader and a great teammate.
When asked about her relationship with her teammates,
Dooley said, “We get along reITTa_MTTWNN \PMÅMTL7V\MIU
\PMZM¼[KWVÆQK\JM\_MMVXMWXTM
KWVÆQK\QVOXMZ[WVITQ\QM[_PI\ever you want to say, but we
actually get along really well.
“We do a great job of
hanging out outside of softball,
which builds our team chemistry that much more so that
_PMVQ\OM\[WV\W\PMÅMTL_M¼ZM
not only playing softball but
we’re also having fun, which
makes it easier to be there and

we enjoy it more.” she said.
Other people and teams
can learn a thing or two about
the kind of effort that Dooley
and her friends and teammates
put into softball on and off the
ÅMTL
,WWTMaÅZ[\KIUM\W;\
Cloud State in 2008. She’s a senior this year and she’s majoring in psychology.
SCSU Head Coach Paula
=¼:MVPI[LMÅVQ\MTaIXXZMKQated Dooley being a role model
and great softball player and
teammate over Dooley’s four
years on the team.
“She’s a very competitive

Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for sports
writers and photographers.
6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ6WHZDUW+DOO
or email:
sports@universitychronicle.net
Ni`k\XYflkjgfikjXe[^\kgX`[]fi[f`e^`k%

person,” said U’Ren. “In four
years, she just wants to win
everything that she can and she
works extremely hard... She
gets frustrated if she can’t get
that hit just because she has
such big expectations for herself but she’s got some big shoes
\WÅTT1\PQVS[PM¼[LWVMIVQKM
job of teaching the kids what
they need to do to be successful
in Division II and what hard
work is all about.”
If Dooley does well at teaching her peers what hard work
and success are all about, she
no doubt has a future in playing
and coaching ahead of her.
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3URßOH
Continued from Page 16
In high school his
team was really good at
losing, but always had a
good record. The team
could never win the big
games and never made
it to state, according to
Garrett.
Not only was Garrett
a stud in baseball, but in
football as well, where
he earned three letters,
two-time All-Conference,
SCC Wide Receiver of
the year in 2007 and 2008
and was Honorable Mention All-State in 2008.
It doesn’t stop there.
Garret also earned a
letter in basketball in
his high school career.
“I played basketball up
to my senior year, and
decided to just focus on
football and baseball,”
Garrett said.
Coming out of high
school, Garrett was
recruited by Bemidji for
baseball and SCSU for
football. “I decided on
SCSU because of the
football program,” said
Garrett. “I played half a
year on the football team,
and then decided to go
straight baseball.”
<PMUW[\LQNÅK]T\

thing about playing
baseball in the spring are
juggling classes, homework and baseball. The
time commitment is huge
because practice is three
to four hours every day
plus homework, according to Garrett, who has to
communicate on a daily
basis with his teachers to
let them know what days
he’ll be missing, so he
doesn’t get behind. “It’s a
big commitment, but well
worth it.”
It’s a lot different in
the fall because coaches
are more lenient on missing some practices. “But
in the spring I miss a lot
of class,” Garrett said.
The reason why it’s
well worth it is because of
the team chemistry this
ball club has. “I’ve never
been on a team where
everyone gets a long this
well,” he said. “On the
weekends, we all go to
the baseball house and
hangout. Everybody’s
always together; the team
camaraderie is just awesome.”
As for a major, Garrett has decided to take
the criminal justice route,

but has yet to decide on
a minor. “I’m thinking
sociology, or something to
do with criminal justice,”
he said.
When he isn’t playing
ball or studying, he really
enjoys doing anything
that involves the outdoors. “I actually really
got hooked on traveling
now,” Garrett said.
Garrett studied
abroad in Australia last
fall and ever since then
he’s had the travel bug. “I
love coming back to play
baseball, but I’m already
ÅVLQVOUa[MTN XTIVVQVO
my next trip,” Garrett
said. “I can’t t really miss
another fall, so if I do it
again it will have to be a
summer thing.”
When asked about
PQ[NI^WZQ\MNWWL\PMÅZ[\
thing that came out of
Garrett’s mouth instantly
was, “I’m just a fan of
food in general. Pretty
much any kind of food I’ll
eat.”
As for music, it is kind
WN WLL\WÅVLIKWTTMOM
student who actually
enjoys polka. “I grew up
on polka, so it kind stuck
with me,” Garrett said.

RYAN FITZGERALD / SPORTS EDIOTR

.Q[KPMZ ÅMTL[ I TQVM LZQ^M PQ\ Ja I \MIUUI\M WV ?MLVM[LIa¼[ XZIK\QKM ;+;=
WXMVML]X6;1+XTIa_Q\PI[XTQ\IOIQV[\?QVWVI;\I\MW^MZ\PM_MMSMVL

But he also enjoys hiphop and country.
<PM?IZZQWZQ[IÅ\ting favorite movie for
Garrett because of the
sheer determination it
takes to comeback to a
sport and excel as Garrett
did by coming back from
Australia.
“Garrett is just a great
all-around athlete,” said
head coach Pat Dolan.
“He had a great last fall
for us even though we
didn’t see much of him
and we love his athleti-

cism”
Garrett his the primary DH right now, but
will also splits time in the
W]\ÅMTL_Q\P-ZQK4W`\MZcamp and Phil Imholte.
Garrett is always
trying to improve his
game. The biggest thing
he wants to do is to be
more consistent and stay
level headed. “I was really
up and down last year
because I let my emotions
get the better of me,” he
said.
It’s going to be easy

for him to do that because
he really enjoys the in season stuff and being with
the team. “I don’t want
to look to far ahead, but
I’m really looking forward
to the conference tournament because every game
is huge.”
Changing sports in
college isn’t an easy thing
to do and Garrett made
the transition seem easy.
This all-around athlete
has a deep love for the
game of baseball and that
will not diminish soon.

(DUWK'D\UXQULJKWDURXQGWKHFRUQHU
3I\PMZQVM4WNZIVW
STAFF WRITER

SCSU’s annual Earth Day Run,
presented by Scheels, is right around
the corner. Now is your chance to grab
a spot in the line up for the race you
always have wanted to try. On the weekend of April 20 and 21, many events
will be taking place Friday, followed by
the annual Earth Day Run on Saturday.
This year there is a new 5K course,
which is located closer to the Husky Stadium, so viewers are able to watch more

closely. The course goes through the
university and reaches Lake George. After Lake George, racers make their way
back to Husky Stadium. All participants
in Saturday’s race will be rewarded with
an Asics running shirt. Runners in the
5K Race will receive a cinch bag.
Encourage yourself to get ready for
the big day. Attend the Training Seminar on March 31, 2012 for some extra
encouragement. Come get some tips
that help lead up to the race. An oatmeal bar is also available at the seminar
for a small cost. This seminar will be

held at the St. Cloud area YMCA.
If you would rather do the race with
others, convince your co-workers to participate in the 5K Corporate Challenge.
The Corporate Challenge is to promote
Health and Wellness among businesses.
Besides the opportunity to promote
Health and Wellness, team registration
will be split between the YMCA Partners Campaign and the Beaver Trail
expansion. Besides the run, the top three
teams will be awarded with prizes and
there will be merchandise given away
as well. Besides the races taking place,

there is a Health and Fitness Expo as
well that many businesses take part of.
Do not miss your chance to participate in this fun event, whether you
are interested in running, watching, or
volunteering. Volunteers are needed as
individuals and groups. Sign up to make
this event a huge success. Visit the Earth
Day page at http://www.stcloudstate.
edu/campusrec/earthday/ for more
information on this event.

7HQQLV
Continued from Page 16
the NCAA tournament.”
Consistency has played
a major role as to why the
Huskies have been able
to put this 5-1 record together in the last week. By
doing so the Huskies take
advantage of other teams’
mistakes, and are able to
build points, according to
Anderson.
Anderson has been the
women’s head coach for
seven years now and tries
to instill respect in his

team as well as for their
opponents. Furthermore,
Anderson wants his team
to give it their best effort
each match by not getting
down on themselves, according to Anderson.
There are a lot of
quality teams this year in
the NSIC and in the region, so the Huskies have
to be well prepared for
each match if they want
to continue to stay in the
top three in the standings.

“The team’s working
really hard this year,” Anderson said. “We’re getting the best we can out
of our student athletes.”
And as a coach, that’s
all Anderson can ask from
his team and results will
eventually start to show.
“It’s all about having fun
and the team is having
a lot of fun this year,”
Anderson said.

JUN-KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

JUN-KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Garrett Fischer is an all-around athlete

:A)6.1<B/-:)4,;87:<;-,1<7:

/IZZM\\.Q[KPMZKPI[M[LW_VIÆaJITTQVXZIK\QKM?MLVM[LIaQV[QLM\PM0][SaLWUM.Q[KPMZQ[\PMXZQUIZa,0IVLIT[W[XTQ\[\QUMQV\PMW]\ÅMTL.Q[KPMZTMIL[
\PM0][SQM[\PQ[[MI[WV_Q\PIV JI\\QVOI^MZIOM
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

/IZZM\\.Q[KPMZKIUM\W
;+;=QVWVINWW\JITT[KPWTIZ[PQXJ]\Y]QKSTa
KPIVOMLPQ[UQVLIVL_I[
ZML[PQZ\MLI[INZM[PUIV0MQ[
now the primary designated hit\MZI[IZML[PQZ\[WXPWUWZM
Garrett grew up playing
JI[MJITTJMKI][MPMKWUM[
NZWUIJI[MJITTNIUQTa0Q[LIL
XTIaMLKWTTMOMJITTI\;\2WPV[

“My dad and mom are huge
JI[MJITTNIV[[W\PMaOW\UMQV^WT^MLI[[WWVI[1KW]TL\PZW_
IJITTº[IQL/IZZM\\¹5a
JZW\PMZ3aTMIVL1PILMIKP
W\PMZ_PQKP_I[VQKMº
3aTM.Q[KPMZ/IZZM\\¼[
JZW\PMZQ[IT[WWV\PM;+;=
JI[MJITT\MIUIVL[\QTTTW^M[\PM
NZQMVLTaJZW\PMZTaKWUXM\Q\QWV
¹1¼^MIT_Ia[PILUaJZW\PMZ\W
KWUXM\MIOIQV[\IVL\PI\KWUXM\Q\QWVUISM[\PMOIUMUWZM
N]Vº[IQL/IZZM\\

Growing up in New Ulm
IKZW[[\PM[\ZMM\NZWUIJI[MJITT
ÅMTLUILMQ\MI[a\WXTIa\PM
OIUM_PMVM^MZPM_IV\ML_Q\P
PQ[NIUQTa¹1\_I[VQKMPI^QVOI
JITTÅMTLVMIZJaºPM[IQL
?PMV/IZZM\\_I[aW]VOMZ
PMXTIaMLWVIKW]V\Za\MIU
_PQKPQ[I\ZI^MTQVOTMIO]MNWZ
PQ[PWUM\W_V0M_I[WZQOQVITTaIXQ\KPMZNWZUW[\WN PQ[
KIZMMZIVLXTIaMLW]\ÅMTL_PMV
PMLQLV¼\XQ\KP]V\QTPMIZZQ^ML
I\;+;=

¹1KIUMPMZMI[IXQ\KPMZ
but ran into some arm probTMU[IVL\PMaUW^MLUM\W
W]\ÅMTLº[IQL/IZZM\\
.Q[KPMZ¼[NIUQTaQ[N]TTWN 
JI[MJITTV]\[M^MZaWVMQVPQ[
NIUQTaXTIa[WZXTIaMLJI[MJITT
WZ[WN\JITTQVPQ[UW\PMZ¼[KI[M
¹7N KW]Z[M3aTM¼[PMZM_Q\P
UMIVLUaaMIZWTLJZW\PMZXTIa[MQOP\POZILMJITTJIKS
PWUMº/IZZM\\[\I\ML¹1\¼[VQKM
\WPI^MI[XWZ\QVKWUUWV_Q\P
M^MZaJWLaQVUaNIUQTaº

/IZZM\\OZIL]I\MLNZWU
6M_=TUQV!IVLXTIaML
PQOP[KPWWTJITTPQ[MV\QZMPQOP
[KPWWTKIZMMZ<PM\_W\QUM
letter winner was also named
\W)TT+WVNMZMVKMQV IVL
!_Q\PIV0WVWZIJTM5MV\QWV)TT;\I\MQV!
0Q[UW[\UMUWZIJTMOIUM
QVPQOP[KPWWT_I[_PMVPMPQ\
three homeruns in one game to
PMTXKIXWNN PQ[XZMXKIZMMZ

  See  8ZWÅTM / Page 14

Women have
been hitting
their stride
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s tennis team has been on a roll lately,
_QVVQVOÅ^MUI\KPM[QVIZW_JMNWZMTW[QVO\W?QVWVI
;\I\M;]VLIaVQOP\LM[XQ\MNITTQVO^QK\QU\W[WUMSMa
QVR]ZQM[\PI\PI^MX]\\PM\MIUQVI\W]OPXW[Q\QWV
¹?MR][\OW\W^MZ\PMUIZS#_MPILI\W]OP
[\ZM\KP_Q\P[WUM,Q^Q[QWV1\MIU[º[IQL2MZZa)VLMZ[WVPMILKWIKP¹<PMOQZT[PI^MJMMVXTIaQVOPIZLQV
I\W]OP[XW\QV\PM[KPML]TM
The biggest strength the women’s tennis team has
Q[\PMQZ_QTTQVOVM[[\WJI\\TMMIKPOIUM\WOWW]\IVL
OM\XWQV\[,W]JTM[PI^MJMMV\PMSMaIZMIWV\PM\MIU
WN TI\MXQKSQVO]XU]KPVMMLMLXWQV\[IKKWZLQVO\W
)VLMZ[WV
4IKSWN M`XMZQMVKMQ[IVIKPQTTM[PMMTWV\PM\MIU
\P][NIZ
¹?M¼ZMaW]VOIVL\PI\[PW_[]XM^MZaWVKMIVLI
_PQTMQV[WUMUI\KPM[º)VLMZ[WV[IQL
1\¼[PIZLNWZ)VLMZ[WV\W[QVOTMW]\WVMXTIaMZI[
\PMTMILMZJMKI][MITT\PMXTIaMZ[TMILI\[WUMXWQV\
QV\PM[MI[WV_MI\PMZQ\Q[JaXTIaKPMMZQVOWVW\PMZ
XTIaMZ[L]ZQVOUI\KPM[WZ_WZSQVOPIZLQVXZIK\QKM
IKKWZLQVO\W)VLMZ[WV
<PMW^MZITT\MIUKPMUQ[\Za_Q\P\PQ[aMIZ¼[\MIU
Q[M`KMTTMV\IVL\PI\PI[PMTXML\PM\MIUOM\\PZW]OP
[WUMLQNÅK]T\UI\KPM[¹<PM_PWTM\MIUTMIL[MIKP
W\PMZQV\PI\_IaIVL\PI\Q[IOWWL\PQVOº)VLMZ[WV

2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:

<PM;+;=_WUMV¼[\MVVQ[\MIU_ZIXXML]X\PM_MMSMVL_Q\PI!^QK\WZaIOIQV[\*MUQLRQ;\I\MIVLTW[\
IPIZLNW]OP\JI\\TM;I\]ZLIaVQOP\IOIQV[\I\W]OP?QVWVI;\I\M

[IQL
<PM\MIU_QTTÅVLW]\_PMZM\PMa[\IVLQV\PMVM`\
NM__MMS[I[\PMaPI^MJQOUI\KPM[_Q\P)]O][\IVI
IVL=XXMZ1W_IQV\PMTI[\_MMSJMNWZM\PMKWVNMZMVKM
\W]ZVIUMV\
¹?M¼ZMZMITTaOWQVO\W[MM_PMZM_M¼ZMI\IVL_PI\
\WM`XMK\º)VLMZ[WV[IQL
)[WN ZQOP\VW_\PM0][SQM[IZMIVLQV

\PM6;1+_PQKPQ[OWWLMVW]OPNWZ[MKWVLXTIKMZQOP\
JMPQVL)]O][\IVI
¹<PMZMIZMITW\WN \MIU[\PI\IZMZQOP\QV\PMUQ`
I\\PQ[XWQV\QV\PM[MI[WVº)VLMZ[WV[IQL¹?MR][\
OW\\WSMMXOWQVOIVL_M_QTTPWXMN]TTaOM\IJQL\W
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Softball starts off conference play on ßUH
;MIV,I^QKP

JI[MUIV2WZLIV/ZMTT=VNWZ\]VI\MTa;+;=_W]TLOM\
VWKTW[MZ1V\PMÅN\PQVVQVO\PM*MI^MZ[ILLML\_WUWZM
Z]V[I[+WZZQVM/I]\[KWZMLWVIV:*1[QVOTMJa,MIVVI
<P]Z[LIa/IUM
5Q\KP2MV,Q`WVWN 5QVW\;\I\M_ITSMLJMNWZM/I]\
[KWZMLIVL[PM_I[JI\\MLQVWVIV:*1[QVOTMJa<QNNIVa
7V<P]Z[LIa;+;=IVL5QVW\;\I\MXTIaMLMIKP
.ZQM<PM*MI^MZ[ÅVITTaKIXXML\PM/IUM[KWZQVO_PMV
W\PMZQVILW]JTMPMILMZ*W\POIUM[_MZMXTIaMLI\\PM
3I\QM*IKSM[[QVOTML[\WTM[MKWVLIVLKIUMQV\W[KWZMWV
>ILVIQ[;XWZ\[+WUXTM`QV>ILVIQ[0MQOP\[L]M\WXWWZ
IV:*1[QVOTMJa;\IKa.W]ZVQ;+;=NZM[PUIVXQ\KPMZ
_MI\PMZKWVLQ\QWV[QV;\+TW]L<PM*MI^MZ[X]TTMLWNN 
3MVLZI5MZZQ\\_MV\[Q`QVVQVO[IVLOI^M]X\MVPQ\[IVL
\PM_QVQV\PMÅZ[\OIUM\PIVS[\WWXMVQVO_Q\P\PZMM ITT[M^MV*MI^MZZ]V[;PM_ITSMLWVMIVL[\Z]KSW]\[M^MV
Z]V[QV\PMÅZ[\QVVQVOIVLIVW\PMZQV\PM[MKWVLQVVQVO
I[[PM\WWS\PMTW[[5IVLa/ZMMVJ_MV\\PMLQ[\IVKMWV
;+;=LQLV¼\[KWZMQVMQ\PMZWN \PW[MQVVQVO[IVL_MZM
\PMUW]VLNWZ5QVW\;\I\MOQ^QVO]XWVTaWVMZ]VIV
JMPQVL
]VMIZVMLZ]VIVLNW]ZPQ\[_PQTM_ITSQVOVWJWLaIVL
¹1\¼[WVMWN \PW[MOIUM[_PMZMaW][\IZ\[TW_º[IQL
[\ZQSQVOW]\\MVJI\\MZ[
;+;=PMILKWIKP8I]TI=¼:MV¹?MOI^M]X\PZMMZ]V[QV
¹?MPILITQ\\TMJQ\WN \ZW]JTMR]UXQVOWV\WXWN \PI\
\PMÅZ[\QVVQVOIVL_MR][\[\IZ\MLXZM[[QVO?MR][\_MZMV¼\ XQ\KPMZZQOP\I_Iaº[IQL[MVQWZ[MKWVLJI[MUIV2IKSQM
ZMILa\WOWNWZ[WUMZMI[WVº
,WWTMa_PWÅVQ[PML\PMÅZ[\OIUMNWZ[\ZQSQVOW]\
<PMQZLMÅKQ\_I[[\QTTNW]Z]V\QTÅVITTaOM\\QVOIZ]VQV
\_QKM¹7]ZWNNMV[MLQLV¼\ZMITTaJZQVOQ\ZQOP\I_Ia<PMa
\PMJW\\WUWN \PM\P\WI^WQLOM\\QVO[P]\W]\I[R]VQWZ
PQ\\PMJITT_PMZM\PMaVMMLML\Wº
[PWZ\[\WX3MTTa7T[WVKIUMQV\W[KWZMWVIV:*1Ja\PQZL
/IUMXZW^ML\WJMU]KPJM\\MZNWZ\PM0][SQM[
STAFF WRITER

[WN\JITT\MIUI[\PMaUIVIOML\W[P]\W]\\PM*MI^MZ[
;+;=WVTaUIVIOMLÅ^MPQ\[J]\\PW[MPQ\[XZW^QLMLITT
\PMWNNMV[M\PM0][SQM[VMMLML;+;=OW\\PMQZÅZ[\Z]V
QV\PMÅZ[\QVVQVOI[NZM[PUIV,0;IUIV\PI3IVISTML
WNN _Q\PI[QVOTM3MTTa7T[WV\PMVPQ\IV:*1LW]JTM\W
[MVL3IVISQVNWZ\PMOIUM¼[ÅZ[\Z]V,IVQMTTM:IPV_PW
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